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in this State that tbe two Houses of Parlia-
ment have met together to perform any
duty. I am much obliged to lion. mem-
bers for according to me a vote of thanks.
I ask members to kindly sit a little
longer, as there is a photographer present
who is anxious to take a photograph of
the members assembled here.

[Members accordingly adjusted their
chairs to suit the position of the cawnera;
artificial flash-light was used,. and a
photograph of the assembled group was
taken.]

The joint sitting termninated shortly
after 5 o'clock, and hon. members re-
turned to their respective Chambers.

The Clerk of Parliaments and the
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly acted
jointly during the sitting.

The number of members present was:
Legislative Council 22, Legislative As-
sembly 42, total 64.

L rgisl at ibr (Assembtg,
Wednesday, 29th July, 1903.
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Tan SPEAKER took the Chair at

4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

Mr. Speaker and hon. members pro-
ceeded to Government House for a joint
sitting of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly.

At 5-10, Chair resumed.

THE SPEAjKER informed the House
of the election made at the Joint sitting.
[See report of joint sitting.]

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINISTRa FOR LANDS: Papers

relating to repurchase by the Government
of land near Arrino; Papers relating to
the exchange of certain Crown lands in
the catchnient area of the Goldfields
Water Supply; Papers relating to repur-
chase of the Mount Erin Estate.

Ordered, to lie on the table.

QUESTION-MOTOR WAGONS FOR
HAULAGE OF PRODUCE.

RON. G. THROSSELL asked the
Premier: i, Whether he has received in-
formation as to the utility of motor
wagons for haulage of produce on ordi-
nary roads. z, Whether it is the inten-
tion of the Government to introduce one
or more of those wagons for use in the
country distrietA. 3, What is the carry-
ing power, Speed, and approximate cost of
each complete wagon.

THE PREMIER replied: i, Yes.
z, Yes. 3, The type which is to be pur-
chased is not yet determined, but is being
carefully considered.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
FIFTH DAY OF DEBlATE.

Resumed from the previous day.
Mn. C. HARPER (Beverley): I shall

confine my remarks on His Excellency's
Speech to a few subjects which I think
very important. The first one is the
question of preferential trade. Various
members have expressed a certain disap-
proval of the manner in which that
subject has been introduced into the
Speech. I think that possibly the refer-
ence might have been better phrased;
but nevertheless, I believe that it, really
does express the unformed opinion of the
people of this State; I mean "1unformed "
in the sense that the people have not yet
had an opportunity of studying the ques-
tion, and are therefore unable to give an
opinion on it. I put preferential trade
in the sme category as the sentiment
adopted by Australasia in the late South
African war. If any man a. year or two
before that war broke out had ventured
to predict that this State would send
five Contingents out of its borders to an
over-sea war, he would have been laughed
at and called a fool. The war however
gave opportunity for the expression of a
sentiment latent in the people; and that
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sentiment, I consider, is paralleled in a
measure by the feeling underlying the
subject of preferential trade. So far as
I can glean it, the whole principle under-
lying the proposition is this: we will
trade with our fellow-subjects first.
That is to say, for the sake of whatever
profit there may be in trade, where our
own people can trade with one another
they will do so in preference to trading
with outsiders. Anl example of the
effect of trade of this kind may be drawn
from the late Smith African war. If the
Boers had succeeded in that war, many
thousands of people now employed in the
United Kingdom, and in Australasia as
well, would be idle. The trade of South
Africa would have been seized by foreign
nations. That really was a leading
feature in the causes which produced the
war. The attempt to prevent the trade
of England from maintaining the position
which it has held throughout the world
constitutes one of the most important
problems of the day. What the Doers
meant to do by force of anus, other
nations are doing by hostile tariffs. A
remarkable instance in point can be
drawn from the tiuplate trade of the
United States. Not many years ago, Eng-
land did an enormous trade in tinplates
with the United states, which had a great
demand for the product by reason of thle
development of the tinned foods industry
in California and Chicago. The United
States found thernselves unable to comn-
pete with Great Britain in that trade,
and consequentl 'y they put on high duties.
The American packing trade, however,
flourished so greatly that still Britain, in
spite of the high tariff, was able to con-
tinue to export largely. Thereupon the
United States Government raised the
duty on tinplates to a prohibitive rate,
and so entirely billed the export trade
from the United Kingdom to the United
States. To follow the course of that
trade is interesting, because it will be
found that we here, in a measure, are
paying for the development of the tinl-
plat industry in the United States. The
export of tinned goods from the United
States pays the expense incurred in build-
ing up thie tipate industry in America.
That is to say, the expense is borne by
the countries wichl buy the export. The
man in the back blocks of Western Aus-
tralia, buying tinned goods pays his

modicum towards the maintenance of the
tinplate industry in America.

THE PREMIER: I hope the free-traders
are listening.

MR. HARPER: Similar processes are
going on throughout the world against
Great Britain, and that is the great reason
for the desire to come to the rescue of
our fellow subjects all the world over.
Many people have thought and talked
of this queslion as one of free trade
within the Empire; but it is nothing of
the kind. The point is simply that when
we trade with our fellow subjects we
shall do so on better terms than with
outsiders. Preferential trade will effect
no alteration in our tariff beyond an
alteration in the percentage under which
we allow goods to come in. This subject
is so important that instead of its being
left entirely to the consideration of the
Commonwealth Parliament, as some
people suggest, it is the duty of our
Government, to my mind, to employ every
possible means to encourage discussion
and to put before the people as far as
possible the .underlying principles of
preferential trade, so that the people may
be prepared to instruct members of thle
House to require our representatives in
the Federal Parliament to use their
utmost endeavours in support of the
proposal. Behind the question of pre-
ferential trade lies another very important
question, which has never, so far as I
know, been touched on. It is this.
Preferential trade need not be confined
entirely to the subjects of Great Britain.
A nation which is friendly to Great
Britain and prepared to unite with us in
beeping the peace of the world and
removing from the arena of hostile con-
test any subjects of difference which may
arise between the two nations, might be
treated on a somewhat different footing
from that obtaining in the case of nations
acting in a hostile spirit towards the
Empire. By that means a gradual accu-
mulation or aggregation of states and
countries would be formed, prepared to
resist the hostility of other nations. Vary-
ing grades of f riendship, as it were, would
exist between the whole of the states of
the civilised world; and frIno that pro-
cess great good, I believe, would result
to the world at large. So far as I see,
the Empire would unite on business sub-
jects in the spir-it of a sentiment already
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expressed, as before mentioned, through-
out the Empire. Sentiments of kinship,
and of friendship in business, would be
united to form a strong bond indeed, and
one beneficially affecting the future of
the whole world. To the next paragraph
I have to deal with I regret I cannot give
the same cordial support: it has reference
to the construction of a broad-gauge rail-
way from Fremnantle to Kalgoorlie. The
Government say that they will ask the
House to undertake the responsibility of
the constructihau of that broad-gauge rail-
way not later than the time when the
Commonwealth Government shall have
commenced the construction of its portion
of the Transcontinental line. First I
should like to know what is its portion
of the main line. The line would run
through two States, and why is it that
one section should belong to the Com-
mnonwealth and the other to Western Aus-
tralia P I cannot see, on the face of it,
the reason why the reference should have
been framed in that manner; hut the
serious part with regard to this railway,
to my mind, is that the Government are
asking this State to pledge its credit,
whenever it may be called upon by the
Commonwealth Parliament, to plank
down something between one and two
million pounds sterling. Considering
that this is a Commonwealth work and
represented as important to federation, it
appears to me that the interest of this
State would be seriously jeopardised if it
is to be at the will of the Federal Par-
liament-perhaps controlled by those
somewhat hostile to this State--to be
able to say at any moment "You must

g ut down enough money to build that
-ne." It is not only that, but there is

the loss pending this State by the
gradual reduction of the special tariff,
and there is also the end of the book-
keeping period when it is possible this
State may lose something like five or
six hundred thousand pounds a year.
It appears to me that the prospects of
the Treasurer are not very happy if,
when the book-keeping period is over, he
must be prepared to be called upon to
supply funds to make up that loss, and
also to supply funds for the construc-
tion of this railway. He has a very
unhappy time before him, and this State
may have reached a period of stagnation.
The Premier, I think last night, in a

jesting phrase said he represented " pro-
gress" and the party on this side
of the House represented " stagnation."
[Tan, Panuna: - Democracy.] Yes; de-
mocracy. Well, considering that the
Premier and his Treasurer, who a few
years ago nearly shouted themselves
hoarse in crying "The Bill to the people."
are prepared apparently to deal with this
enormous question without consulting the
people, I think I may say for those on
this side of the House, and for a good
many on the other side, that the cry will
be that this Bill should go to the people;
that the people in this State should not
be committed to the construction of that
railway until they have had an opportu-
nity of expressing their opinion on it. It
appears to mne the present Government,
taking credit to themselves as they may
well do for the success they have bad, are
running a, little too far ahead. To say
that the last Session of this Parliament is
to bind this State to the policy of build-
ing this line I think cannot be supported
in ordinary political reasoning, because
the next Parliament will certainly have
the opportunity of repealing the Act, and
it is possible they will do so. I may
inform the Government and other mem-
bers of this House that I have been
requested by the leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Pigott) to state that the Opposition
are united in opposing that Bill, and they
believe that with the support already
promised from the other side of the
House, the Ministry had better not bring
in that Bill. T cannot help thin king that
the motive behind the proposition to
build this railway is this, that the Premier
and hiis Treasurer having been such ardent
federalists-and I think I mayv include
the Minister for Lands, also the Minister
for Mines-have been at a, loss to know
what to claim as a, benefit resulting from
federation; and not. being able to find
anything-because I notice they have
been somewhat hostile and are not afraid
to express hostility to certain acts of the
Federal Government-they wish now to
be able to say, " Oh, you got a section of
the Trtacontinental Railway, or it is
arranged for." I think I amn expressing
an opinion which is pretty universal, that
this House and the country are not
with the Premier when he promised, as I
understand he did, to guarrantee South
Australia, against its share of loss. I do
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not think thfe Premier had a mandate
from the people on that, and I think we
shall be able to defeat that object, any
way. Although no one has been able to
claim, as yet, any great credit for the
result of federation in this State, there is
one advantage I can claim, and that is
that since the establishment of federation
it appears impossible that this State caniever be called upon successfully to insti-
tute relief works for the uneitxployed. If
this State were to introduce relief works,
the result would be that we should get all
the paupers from the rest of Australia,
and there is no opportunity of stopping
them.

MR. HASTIE : They are coming now.
Mat. HARPER: Some of them are

coming now, but I believe many of them
are good men, and I understand the
Labour party are doing all they can to
prevent them from coming. They won't
listen, but they say-, " You are getting
high wages: why should we not have
some ?" And they come in spite of the
warning not to come, so that any attempt
at relief works here would attract a great
many more; therefore, I consider federa-
tion has made it impossible for any State
in the Commonwealth to institute relief
works unless the other States do it at the
same time. That is one point to the
credit of the Commonwealth. 1 am
pleased indeed to have to congratulate the
Government, and especially the Minister
for Lands, on the continuance of the
policy of development of the land and
assistance to settlement on the land;
and I feel confident that if thle present
Minister for Lands will only maintain
that policy, great benefits indeed will
result to this State; and on behalf of an

agricultural community I should like to
tae this opportunity of thanking him
most cordially for the steps he has taken.
There is one important phase of the
settlement of the country which has been
an unsolved problem for many years, and
that is how to manage transport in a
thinly settled district-even when it gets
fairly thickly settled there is a great
difficulty. Light railways have been
talked of in this House for the last
twenty years, but so far the experience of
the world is that light railways are not
successful. It is obvious that in much
of the country we have yet to settle,
where water is scarce and fire dangerous,

Ithe construction of railways brings
dangers as well as advantages. There is
a hope which many cherish vigorously at
the present time, that in the development

Iof motor traction we may overcome that
difficulty, and I consider the Government

arejusifid ii sendnga considerable

it is not possible to achieve a success by
thsmeans. If it can be, it will open a

Ifresh era of success in the settlement or
much of the settlement of our agricul-
tural lands. The principle may be lad
down that throughout a country where
pennanent trunk lines could be established
at. something like an average distance all
over the country, they could then be sup-
plied by this traction on the roads. If
that could be done, it would be a
marvellous advance over anything done
hitherto. Another point I wish to make
reference to is the clause in His Excel-
]eney's Speech which says:

The education system of the State muust be
kept abreast of requirements, and with that
object the construction of additi nal primary
schools will be continued. My Ministers,
however, are of opinion that the final duty of
the State towards its children is not dischiarged
until adequate provision is made for higher
education. The time is now ripe for the
establishment of a Secondary School, and for
the extension and development of Technical
Education, and steps will be taken accordingly.

With regard to that paragraph I
am in accord except as to a secondary
school. I do not think the Ministry
could have thoroughly thought out
the subject before they put it in the
Speech.- The secondary school is a school
designed for the education of those
who, in the main, become employers
of labour; and to do as the Ministry pro-
pose, to establish schools of that sort all
over the State would be an enormous
burden to the State and be of advantage
to those who are well able to pay for it
themselves. Is the attendance at these
schools to be made 'compulsory? if so,
it means an enormous outlay. If that is
not so, it appears to be uncalled for and
must fail. However good the theory may
be, directly the country gets into any
financial strait the first thing to go will
be the secondary school, and those who
have the bulk of votes in the State are
certainly not those who want a secondary
school. Technical schools are for those
who have to earn their living by labour.

[ASSEMBLY.] -Hqh day.
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They do not want secondary schools. If
one of them succeeds in rising by his
energy and thinks it desirable his children
should go to a secondary school, he is able
to pay for it; but it is those who have to
earn their living by labour who should
have all the advantages of primary and
technical education, andl for whom the
secondary school is of no use.

MR. DAGLISH: Already we subsidise a
secondary school.

Ma.. HARPER: That may be. We
do one, I believe. That is not the
principle.

MR. DAGLISH: Then the principle is
wrong?

MR. HARPER: The principle pro-
posed here is that the State shall under-
take secondary education. If I arm
mistakenI think it is through the Speech
not making this clear. That is what I
presume. I contend it is a most danger-
ous thing. At the present time there is
a good deal of controversy with regard to
what is the best systemn of teaching
youth in all branches required in life.
What we particularly want is a school
which will fit the youth of our country
for developing the resources of the
country. The study of dead languages
is, I consider, a luxury which should
only be granted to those who like to pay
for itr-[THE PnRnni: Hear, hear]-
and it should not he in any way made a
portion of the State system. I have
spoken against the proposed broad-gauge
railway' from Fremantle to Kalgoorlie.
What I would like to have seen in the
Speech, and which is absent, is a proposi-
tion to farther develop and open up the
resources of this country. It seems to
me monstrous that . w~e should have
people languishing for the want of facili-
ties of transport in various parts of this
State, and have the Government propos-
ing to aborb the credit of the country in
building'that which is not required at
present. I consider our most strenuous
efforts in the matter of produce should
be exerted in giving to those who are now
freely seeking our shores facilities for
settling on our lands, or opening our
mines, or supplying mines with goods
to the greatest possible extent. The
Port Hedland to Pilbarra Railway is,
we are informed, absolutely necessary to
save that mineral industry from being,
well, almost annihilated. That may be

so or not, but I notice that it is no part
of the Government policy to deal with
that question. There is also a matter
that was mentioned last night which I
consider one of the most important
things this State could do at the present
time, and that is to establish meat chil -
ling works and have a vessel fitted
with chilling mac-hinery, to travel between
Wyndham and Fremantle. This matter
has been before the House for many
years, but until lately both the supply of
meat and possibly the demand for it have
not been sufficient to warrant it. Now,
however, considering tie increase of
population, the increased demand and
the increased supply, ITam confident that
it is quite time this was done; and if
it were done it would have a most marked
effect upon the price of meat, which is
very high now. I should think, speaking
roughly, that the establishment of this
business on fair lines would have the
effect at any rate of taking 2d. a pound
off meat. I speak without an excact
knowledge of the trade, but I should say
it ought to do that at all events. There
is a danger if this is not done that the
business will fall into the hands of capital-
ists who,having a monopoly,will have that
profit instead of the benefit being spread
over the whole of the people of the State.
I think one of the first things the Gov-
eroment should do with any funds they
can lay their hands on is to establish that
trade firmly in the hands of the Govern-
ment, so that a monopoly may be pre-
vented. I may say that there has been
established in this State a Co-operative
Producers' Union, which from small
things may be made to grow to very large
ones. If the Government were to estab-
lish this cold meat business and allow the
producers to send their goods through
some institution of the kind, that would
take it entirely out of the hands oif any
ring possible. The dealers in meat could
by that means insure that whoever pro-
duices anything has only to send it
through this medium to get the fair
market value for it, and no combination
of speculators or manipulators could pos-
sibly get bold of it. I hope the Govern-
ment willtalcetbis pointintoconsideration,
and will think it wise that something shall
be done at any rate to make inquiries to
see if my assertions with regard to this
are not borne out by the prospects of the
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trade. It would remove at once one of
the burning questions-that of the intro-
duction of tick -and it would supply an
immense amount of meat which it is
impossible to bring into the market at the
presenittime. I trust the Government will
continue their policy of developing the
interests of the State by inera develop-
ment, and will eschew any attempt to
construct the Fremnantle to Kalgoorlie
Railway.

MR. T?. HAYWARD (Bunbury): I
join with other members in congratulating
you, sir, upon your recovery to health.
It is very gratifying to me, as I was one of
your supporters when you first came into

political life. I am glad indeed to see
that you continue to hold the honoured
position which you have filled for such
at lengthy period, and I hope you will
continue to do so much longer. As I am
generally in accord with the policy of the
Government, it is not my intention to
speak at any length, as I am sure we are
all anxious to get on to the business of
the Session. I consider the Government
have done their best in the interests of
three of the most important industries of
the State-the mining, agricultural, and
timber industries. With regard to the
minning industry, the taverton Railway is
proposed, and I think that with the pro-
posed reduction of railway freights-

MR. THOMAS: Will they reduce them
more than they increased them last
Session ?

MR. HAYWARD: I do not know. I
know that they have promised a reduction,
and I hope it will have the effect of
reducing the cost of living on the fields.
The mmber for Dundas (Mr. Thomas)
considered that a reduction of tbe food
duties, or the abolition of the food duties,
would have a very great effect; but I
differ from him, because in October the
duties will have been reduced by nearly a
half, and it amounts to this, that it will
reduce the cost of the 21b. loaf by half a
farthing, and the duty on butter, cheese,
and bacon will be reduced by a penny.
Can that really make any important
difference in the cost of foodP The food
duties certainly add considerably to our
revenue, but they cannot be very much
felt by anyone, and still less so at the end
of the present year. Really the heaviest
item of taxation is that on sugar, £6 a
ton. I consider that with the present

season all round, we may anticipate that
next year the cost of the principal food of
the goldfields will be considerably less
than it has ever been since they have been
established. I think we can predict that
with almost a certainty. Then again
with increased production importation
will be very little greater than it is
now. With regard to the agricultural
interest the formation of that Collie
line will no doubt be of great benefit
to agriculturists in this State by open-
ing up a great *deal ol very good
country. At the same time, I hope the
ultimate use of that line, the conveying
of coal to the goldfields. will not be lost
sight of. In my opinion, the main thing
is to make that road with easy gradients.
Sooner or later that coal must be used;
it is only a question of time. Some years
will elapse before the line will have been
constructed, and probably by the time it
is built we shall be very glad to get the
coal. I must congratulate the Govern-
ment on the appointment of Mr. Hopkins
as Minister for Lands. That is a branch
of the service regarding which I have
had many complaints. I think that,
although there is an immense increase of
business, we mnay expect that most of
those complaints will be remedied in a
very short time. As to the Bunbury
harbour, the member for Subiaco (Mr.
Daglish) said that he would vote agat
it, or something to that effect,auness
satisfied that the timber industry was
likely to last a number of years. I have
had it from the manager of Millar's
Jarrah and Karri Company that they
have sufficient for their present mills to
last for 30 years. I believe other mill-
owners have expressed the opinion that
the timber will last 40 years. But sup-
posing we take it as only 30, surely the
quantity of timber exported by that time
will warrant the addition to Bunbury
breakwater; and, in fact, by that time
there will be paying results. Besides, we
do not think the district is going to lapse
when the timber ceases. We may fairly
anticipate that long before that time
there will he a large export of fruit and
other things, and the breakwater is a
work for all time. It is a national work,
and I do not think I need labour the
question. The Government are fully justi-
fied in incurring the expense. There are
a number of other matters which I think
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have been pretty well threshed out. I am
sure we are all anxious to get to the real
work of the Session, and I have no more
to say.

Mn. F. REID (Mt. Burges) : I desire,
in common with other members, to
congratulate you, Mr. Speaker, on your
recovery, and at the same time to express
the hope that you will be spared for
many years to preside over the delibera-
tions of this Assembly. I cannot
congratulate the Government very
Sincerely on the Speech submitted to the
Rouse, or on the policy put forward.
The policy seems a Very tame one. It
seems to me successful indeed in pleasing
members on both. sides of the House.
The policy has been framned. by the
Ministry for the purpose, apparently, of
securing the united support of the H~ouse
with the excqtion of the Labour party.

MR. THOMAS:- I am sure I have never
promised the Ministry my support.

MR. REID: I am glad the Govern-
ment have attained so much. An
Administration in this State achieves a
great feat when it succeeds in pleasing
all parties in Parliament with the
exception of the small party sent here
to represent Labour. A-t the outset I
shall say that I intend to he brief. The
first thing that Strikes my eye in the
Governor's Speech is the proposal to
construct the Transcontinental Railway.
I am certainly in favour of the con-
struction of that line, the work, in my
opinion, being one which should have
been commenced long ago. When the
agtation for the Federal Enabling Bill
to go to the people was in full swing, one
of the strongest arguments used in
Support was that by federating with the
other States we should acquire a right to
the construction of the Transcontinental
Railway. We were assured that the line
would be an accomplished fact almost
immediately after federation. I findinow,
however, that many obstacles are thrown
in the way of the project, and that
some time is likely to elapse before
the line is built. The next thing which
strikes my eye is the proposal to construct
a broad-gauge line of railway from Fre-
mantle to the Goldfields. I certainly
favour that proposal. In my opinion a
great mistake was made at the inception
of the railway system of this country in
the adoption of the three feet. six inches

gauge, and I hold that the longer the
State continues to work on this gauge
the more unsatisfactory the result will be
to the people. The construction of a
broad-gauge railway to the Eastern Gold-
fields is inevitable in the near future, if
only in order that the working expenses
of our system may be reduced. While I
favour the construction of a broad-gauge
line, and also the reduction of the
gradients on the existing line, I think
that before such works are taken in
hanud the broad-gauge system should be
initiated by the construction of a line
from the Eastern Goldfields to Esperance.
The work is one which I consider ought
to have been completed long ago. The
goldfields people have been crying out for
it without avail for years. Every effort
has been ma2de by Eastern Goldfields
residents to obtain the consent of Parlia,-
ment to the construction of that line.
On one or two occasions success has
almost attended the effort. No doubt
exists in my) mind that the construction
of the line will be in the interests of the
whole people-not only in the interests
of Eastern Goldfields residents, but also
in the interests of Fremantle citizens.
The extensive tract of auriferous countrj
between Coolgardie and Esperance wil,
as a result of the construction of the
railway, he settled by a large working
population, and so the line will pay.
However, even if additional population
were not settled along the route which
the line must take, no drawback would
in my opinion be suffered by Fremantle
people. That has been the bugbear all
along-the opposition of Perth and Fre-
mantle. However, I am strongly of
opinion that in view of the amnount of
traffic likely to pass over the railway, the
work will be a paying one for the country.
It will at the same time afford agreeable
insane for Eastern Goldfields residents to
get a sniff of sea breeze at Esperance.
Therefore, while I. favour the cons true-
tion of a broad-gauge line between Fre-
mantle and the gold fields, I shall insist
so far as I possibly' can that the Esper-
ante line be constructed first. I am
indeed pleased to observe that the Gov-
ernmtent intend to introduce during this
Session a Mining Bill. The exigencies
of mining in tbis country are so hard to
gauge and the difficulties to be encoun-
tered are so great as to render the f rami ng
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of a measure which will meet every set of
circumstances almost impossible. I have
no doubt that the Minister for Mines,
who has taken a lively interest in the
industry, not only since he assumed office
but from his original election to Parlia-
ment, is giving the matter attention. No
doubt aBill will be introduced, and I
take this opportunity of offering a few
suggestions, the fruit of a mining experi-
ence which extends over a series of years.
I trust these suggestions may be for the
benefit of not only umine owners, but also
for that of the men compelled to earn
their living by toiling' in the bowels of
the earth. In connection with mining,
I canl look back over a period of 35 or 40
years-in making such a statement I
almost feel that I am getting old. It
is a pleasure to me that I am not the
only mining man in this Chamber, and
that others are present who, if I make a
wrong statement or one not quite accord-
ing to fact, can pull me up. I remember
that in England just prior to the time
when the first Coal Mines Regulation
Bill in the world was passed by the
House of Commons-that is to say, in
1871-miners both in England and Scot-
land complained greatly of the ventilation
of mines, and the plea put forward for
nonventilation was that of expense. The
mine owners said that to thoroughly
ventilate the mines would involve such
heavy cost that mining would be at
an end. However, the Bill was carried,
and the mine owners were compelled to
ventilate their mines to some degree.
Many members here to-night, 1 dare say,
will remember the awful explosions, in-
volving great loss of life, which formerly
were of relatively frequent occurrence in
the old country' . I am indeed glad to
think that those explosions have not, been
nearly so frequent during late years as
they' were 50 or even 35 years ago. The
reason for the decrease is simply that
under the Coal Mines Regulation Act and
various Amending Acts passed by the
House of Commons, the ventilation of
British coal mines has b)en rendered so
nearly perfect that explosions ai-e almost
impossible, except through the culpability
of someone connected with the workings.
This brings me up to a certain point. I
wish to call attention to the circumstance
that in connection with the Mining Bill
to be introduced during this Session, it

will be in the interests of both employer
ad employee to provide strict regulations
for ventilation. The mine managers of
this country have undoubtedly paid but
little attention to that subject. Although
most of our mines to-day are compara-
tively shallow, a time will come when
they will go down probably as deep as
those of Victoria are to-day. Although
that State has a law relating tio the
mining industry, and providing for ven-
tilation, the matter has not been satis-
factorily dealt with, to the detriment of
the worker. Here, I desire to read a
short extract from the Melbourne Age of
the 12th or 14th June last: -

Some workings in mines are perfect hotbeds
of disease. At Eaglehawk deaths among
miners from consumption are six times more
numerous than fatalities from accidents. To
the lauting disgrace of the Mines Department
of Victoria it has onsistently failed to enforce.
the regulations prescribed for the ventilation
of mines.
When one finds a Melbourne newspaper
speaking in such straightforward terms
of the ventilation of mines, and when it
is proved that the regulations provided
for the purpqse have been disgracefully
neglected, one must recognise i hat West-
ern Australia has good reason to be
anxious to boast that the most up-to-date
Coal Mines Regulation Act in existence
shall be found on its statute-book. A
Bill providing for proper ventilation of
mines is an absolute. necessity. We
have only a thousand coal miners, if so
many, working in this State; but we
have, in addition, some 60,000 or 70,000
men Working in the gold mines. Car-
tainly, something ought to be done in
the matter. We have not yet suffered
to any great extent through the want of
ventilation in our mines, and many of
those engaged in mining here to-dlay tell
me it is not absolutely necessary that our
mines should be thoroughly ventilated,
seeing that a great pressure of air is
driven through the workings from
machinery. My experience, however,
tells me that it -is not ilight that miners
who are always toiling in vitiated atmos-
phere, and very often in an atmosphere
filled with poisonous gases given off by
the great quantity of explosives used,
should be deprived of proper ventilation.
The volume of air obtained from pressure
of pipes is not sufficient to carry away
the poisonous gases. At times the
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volume may be sufficient, but it is not
sustained. What this country needs in
connection with its gold mines is a pro-
vision to the same effect as that which is
contained in the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, namely that a certain quantity of
air should be sweeping at all events
around the places where miners are
working, and where explosives are -used.
No matter what the elfect, no matter
what protect-ion, the volume of air should
always be there. The matter in this
country is just in the same position as it
-was in the old country 35 years ago, when
the first Bill passed through the House
of Commons for the ventilation of coal
mines in England. The plea then was
that the mines were in no danger result-

in from insufficient ventilation; but I say
te wines of this country, though at

present they are shallow, will go down,
and the deeper they go the greater will
be the necessity for ventilating them,
and the more difficult will then be the
question of ventilation. I understand it
is not possible to act exactly in gold
mines as we can in coal mines; but a
system could be adopted, and I say that
the young men who are being trained to
earn their living as mine managers
should have as part of their curriculum a
scientific training in the ventilation of
mines. That is what is required, because
we know very well there are a number of
young men sent out without any elemnen-
tary knowledge of mining, with the result
that not only the necessity for ventilation
but many other very important matters
in connection with mining are lost sight
of. I sincerely trust, and from what I
know of the Minister who is in charge of
this department I have every confidence,
that attention -will be paid to th ques-
tion of the ventilation of gold mines in
the amending Bill that is about to be
introduced. It is not my intention to
take up the time of the House in dilating
upon ventilation. I trust the Minister
will have it introduced into the Bill,
and see that the mines are ven-
tilated in the interests both of the
worker and the wine owners. It will

be in the interests of the mine owners
because of the immense destruction of
property caused by explosions; and
it will also be in the interests of the
miners, because in the absence of ventila-
tion the danger to life is increased very

much. So 1 trust that the Minister will
endeavour to include in his Bill a scheme
of wine ventilation, and see that it is
carried ouLt. The next item in the
Governor's Speech that strikes my eye is
that of the construction of a dock at
Fremantle. I am in favour of the con-
struction of a dry dock at Fremnantle.
One bon. member, speaking last night,
pointed out one case of a, ship having to
be taken away from. Fremantle to another
country for repairs, and this country
thereby losing five or six thousand pounds
in wages. I am of opinion that every-
thing should be done to foster the ship-
ping trade, and if money can be earned
by people in this country by the con-
struction of a dry dock, if that would
mean the employment of people, the
employment of those who are here, the
question is very important at the Present
time. The next item that strikes me in
the Speech is an important one-a ques-
tion in which every man, woman, and
child in this country is or ought to be
fully interested, that is the question of
education. Speaking here yesterday even-
ing, the member for the Williams (Ron.
F. U1. Piesse), in an address I very much
admired, as I always admire the senti-
ments of the hon. mnember, so mode-
rately expressed, said he was opposed to
secondary education, inasmuch as it
would probably lead to the over-education
of the people of this country.

HoN. F. H. Prc~En I did not allude
to it in that way. I was speaking in
regard to primary education at present.

MR. REID: I understood the hon.
member to say that many of our people
were being over-educated, and that. the
initiation of the secondary educational
system in this country is not required.
I am sorry I have to d'iffer from him over
this mnatter, because I certainly think the
question of education is one of the
greatest importance, so far as the rising
generation is concerned. No matter in
what position the parents of a child may
be, I am of opinion tbat the education of
that child should be an obligation on the
Stte. Whether the child's parents are
poor or rich, that child is entitled to
the very highest education the country
can give it; and I do not agree with
the hon. member 'when he says that
secondary educational establishments are
not required.

Addrews-in-Reply. [29 JuLy, 1903.]
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lieu. F. H. PixEsa: I Would like to
make an explanation. I did not say
secondary schools were not required in
this country; but I said I do not think
the State should carry out the purposes
of a secondary education.

Mn. REID:- I understood the hon.
member to say he was opposed to the
establishment of secondary educational
schools by the State. I am of opinion
that any member who will express him-
self as being opposed to secondary
education is strongly supporting a system
of class education, because he knows full
well that he is supporting a system that
is intended to deprive the children of the
working man of the best educational
facilities in this country, and that if
so deprived, it is impossible for the
working man to send his children to a
University. Thus we will have class
education established straight away. I
am strongly in favour of secondary educa-
tion. I believe there should be a school
where the children of the people could be
sent after leaving the primary school,
and where they would receive an educa-
tion fitting them to, enter a University in
this country; therefore I believe in the
establishment also of a. University. and I
believe in education being free.

HON;. F. H. Frasmx: I would send a
certain number from the primary schools,
as we do now, to universities.

Mat. REID: I have had a, very un-
happy experience in the matter, and I
speak feelingly. Undoubtedly it gives a
strong leaning towards class education if
we insist on doing without a systemn of
secondary education. The next point I
see in the Governor' Speech is that of
hospitals. Hospitals should be main-
tained not partially but wholly by the
taxpayers of the country, and there
should be no partiality whatever shown
to say of those unfortunates who are
compelled for a time to take up their
residence within a hospital. I desire
also to say I think the time has arrived
when some systemn of service should be
arranged in connection with hospitals.
We have our nurses, we have all those
who are working in about hospitals,
compelled to work 12 hours per day.
We are in the beginning of the twentiethi
century, when eight-hours labour is the
rule alover this country, while those
who are performing the most arduous

labour in connection with our suffering
population are compelled to work 12
hours. I think the hours of labour in
hospitals should be reduced by at least
four per day. The Coolgardie Goldfields
Water Scheme has come in for some
criticism by members, and reference has
been made to the fact that at a meeting
held in Coolgardie a short time ago a
resolution was passed whereby the people
of that place decided that they would not
pay any water rates at all. I should like to
point out that at the meeting in ques-
tion a certain gentleman got on the stage
and moved that motion in rather a wild
and eloquent speech, and no doubt he
influenced his hearers strongly in appeal-
ing to their pockets ; but many of those
who voted for the resolution explained to
me afterwardsi that they were not aware
of what they were voting for; that they
simply held up their hands in sympathy
with the mover of the motion. I believe
the time will shortly arrive when the
value of the Coolgardie Goldields Water
Scheme will be realised, not only by the
people at Coolgardie, but wherever the
water is reticulated ; and I have no
hesitation in stating my belief that the
people -will be prepared to pay all that is
required in connection with the scheme.
In regard to the water rate, I think that
inasmuch as the Minister has consented
to make a reduction so far as mines are
concerned, it would be wise of him if he
would agree to make some small re-
duction as far as the general rate is
concerned. One and sixpence in the
pound is rather high, and it would be
a kindly thing if he agreed to reduce the
rate a little to meet, their wishes. I
come to a question on which I have felt
strongly for some time. I refer to the
Registrar of Friendly Societies and his
work in carrying out his duties so far at;
the Conciliation and Arbitration Act is
concerned.

At 6-30 p.m., the SPEAKER left the
Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Myt. F. REID) (continuing) : Before
proceedingwith thequestion I mentioned
just before the tea. hour, I should like to
deal very briefly with another subject.
A Royal Commission was appointed some
months ago to inquire into and report
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upon the timber industry of this country.
In connection with that matter I think
one of the great drawbacks in regard to
the permanent timber industry-when I
say permanent timber industry, I mean
in connection with the jarrab forests-
has been in relation to the destruction of
dibris. I tbink it would be wise if a
provision were inserted in any lease to
any timber company that where a tree,
marketable timber, has been cut down,
the company should, after the valuable
timber has been taken away, destroy the*
dd~n-iu. I think that in that way one of
the great daugeis existing at the present
time to our young forests would be
removed. At the present time the leaves
wither, and in a little while a fire may
take p lace. It is very probable that, in
the destruction of debris that occurs,
the young timber which has been shoot-

ing forth is destroyed; so I am. certainly
Of opinion that some such provision
should be inserted in any agreement with
the timber companies, and that they
should be compelled to carry it out. Just
as our tea hour arrived I intended to
speak with regard to one of our promin-
ent public officials in this State: I refer
to the Registrar of Friendly Societies. I
intend to refer to this gentleman, not in
any spirit of vindictiveness, not because I
have any personal feeling against him, but
because I think he has, in the first place,
done a, great injustice to myself, and in
the second place because in the matter he
hbad to deal with he had not sufficient
back bone to carry out even his own deci-
sion. .1 shall endeavour as briefly as
possible to relate the circumstances in
connection with, this affair. The Ooncilia-
tion. and Arbitration Act provides that
application must be made to the Registrar
of Friendly Societies for the purpose of
registering unions in the country, and in
two of the largest districts in the Mount
]3urges electorate the miners met and
decided to form. unions in those two
centres. I am referring to Burban ks on
the one band and Bonnievale on the
other. Allithe requirements insisted upon
by the Act and by the Registrar of
Friendly Societies were complied with.
The usuial number of names were attached
to the document for the purpose, and
they were sent on to the Registrar
of Friendly Societies. A fortnight was
allowed to elapse, and I was requested by

representatives of both of those proposed
unions to interview the Registrar of
Friendly Societies ini connection with this
matter. I came down here to Perth in
company with one or two others, and
with another member of Parliament
interviewed the Registrar The Regis-
trar gave me to understand when I had
spoken to him, that he had almost decided
not to register the unions in question; but
after a. short conversation and expdana-
tion of the geography of the two places
in connection with Coolgardie, he said,
1Mr. Reid, go home to) toolgardie, and

send me down a report couched in the
same language as you have used to me
this morning, and I will consider the
matter." I went back to Coolgardie and
furnished the Registrar of Friendly
Societies with all the particulars in con-
nection with the two places in question.
The Registrar expressed himself as satis-
fied that a very strong case had been
stated in favour of the registration of
these two unions, but at the same time
he did not decide then to register. I
again came down to Perth and again
interviewed the Registrar of Friendly
Societies, with the result that during the
conversation I had with him on that
occasion he admitted that a clear case
had been made out for the registration of
the two unions, and he told me after I
had that interview -with hima to call in on
the following morning and he would
register the unions and give me the
necessary papers; but just before I
left his office he said, " Wait a minute,
please: Mr. James, the Premier or
Attorney General, is not in the country
at present, and I think it would be wise
that I should wait until he arrives before
giving a final decision as to the registra-
tion of those two unions." In connection
with this niatter, I contend that a good
strong case was made out for the regis-
tration of the unions in question. Every
condition had been complied with, and
the only thing that prevented the Regis-
trar from registering the unions was 'his
ignorance of the geography and general
surroundings of the places mentioned. I
will endeavour here to-night very briefly
to explain the matter to members in
much the same language as I explained it
to the Registrar on that occasion. He
was of opinion that Burbanks and Bonnie-
vale were two suburbs of Coolgardie, that
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they were within easy reach of Cool-
gardie, as a matter of fact that they were
situated within half-a-mile or so of the
town, and that if that were so it was not
good enough to registr them. I would
agree with him if it were so, hut Bur-
banks is five miles from the post office at
Coolgardie. It is a, township enjoying at
present its post and telegraph office and
mechanics' institute, on which the people
themselves have spent £380 of their own
money; they have their school with
something like 200 children attending
daily; they have a recreation reserve, on
which they have spent up to the present
time about £200 of their own money;
they have three large hotels and a number
of business places, butchers' shops and
everything that goes to make up a small
township. The same argument would
apply in connection with Bonnievale,
except that Bonnievale instead of being
five miles distant from Coolgardie is a
little over eight miles. It has all the
necessary business for a town-schools,
post and telegraph office, hotels and
shops, and everything else required. If
we have a town about eight miles from
where a union is registered, a town that
is able to cary on social, commercial,
and industrial establishments such as I
have mentioned, surely it should be an
argument in favour of the registration
of a miners' union. If the workers in
that district who maintain those places,
and on whom depends theirsole prosperity,
are able to carry on all these institutions,
surely they should have the right to have
established in their centres their own
unions. On the other band, by the
prcsent arrangement the miners in those
centres have been denied the establish-
ment of unions under the Conciliation
and Arbitration Act;i and they are com-
pelled to do this. The union is in Cool-
gardie, which is eight miles distant from
one place and five from the other. In
Buroanks the pay is monthly. At the end
of the month members of this union have
either to intrust the money to someone
sent out to collect it for the union or
they have to pay the coach fare, namely
4s. there and back, in order to pay their
contributions to the union. I think after
what I have said, nuost members of the
House will agree with me that unions
should have been registered in both
those places. The Registrar of Friendly

Societies also agreedi with me on the
point, but the only drawback to the
whole thing was that over the Reitr
of Friendly Societies there was a man
who must have ben a, tyrant, a man who
controlled every action of that individual,
who had not sufficient reliance in himself
to give a. decision as to whether these
unions should be registered or not. I do
not complain of the fact that they were
refused, but I do complain, and I con-
sider I am justified in appealing to the
members of this House, against the
treatment I received on that occasion
from the Registrar of Friendly Societies.

Up.. TAYLOR: Backed up by the
Attorney General.

MR. REID: Backed up by the Attorney
General undoubtedly. In the first place
I wrote to the Registrar giving him all
particulars, and knowing my position
here he might have saved me the trouble
and the expense of travelling down from
Coolgardie on four occasions. Travelling
on these matters, even although members
have free passes on the railway, is
somewhat expensive, and I can assure
members that on some occasions when I
came down here to look after the in-
terests of the workers of that district I
could very ill afford the expense I was
put to.

MR. TAYLOR: The Attorney General
is backed up by some of the Labour
party.

MRt. REID:; That is quite right. I
have backed up the Attorney General in
most of his actions while I have been in
this House, but I think on this occasion
I have a very great grievance, first
against the Registrar of Friendly Socie-
ties, and next against the Attorney
General, because he must have exercised
far too large a power over tha~t ind ivi dual
The man may be weak-minded. He may
not be fit for the position ho occupies. I
do not say he is, and I would not like to
go into Court and swear it, but I say a
man placed in such a position as that
officer occupies should be full of reliance.
The registrar should he a 'nan thoroughly
understanding the Act he is working
under, and moreover a man who is able
and prepared at all ti mes to give a decision
on application s for the registration of any
union.

MR. TAYLOR: Hear, hear. The regis-
trar is too weak.
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MR. REID: I have not said be isI
strong. I1 do not think he is either
strong or fit for the position. I am
certainly of opinion that the Registrar of
Friendly Societies was much to blame in
the matter; that is, if the man be re-
sponsile for his actions. I do not say
that he is responsible. I am inclined to
let the Attorney General down lightly on
this occasion, because he was not in the
State at that time and was therefore not
responsible for the actions of the Regis-
trar. Nevertheless, the man seemed to
be burdened with fear;- he dreaded the
idea of taking upon himself the responsi-
bility of doing anything in connection
with his office unless the Attorney
General was at his elbow to tell him what
to do. I have now finished with the
Registrar. 1 ana fully convinced that he
has done an unjust action, an action un-
justifiable by the legislation passed by
this House, since when the Bill was
before Parliament a word justifying the
establishment of unions by the two places
I have mentioned was inserted. I refer
to the word "1locality." The House
decided that unions should be establishted
in various "1localities," and I gather from
Webeter's International Dictionary that
" locality " is, firstly, - The state or condi-
tion of belonging to a. place or of being
contained within definite limits; posi-
tion ; situatiou ; a. place ; a. spot ; a
geographical place; a situation of a
mineral or plant." Another definition
given is as follows: "Limitation to a
country, district, or place, as locality
of trial." I dare say most mem-
bers will grasp by intuition that the
last definition was given by a lawyer,
Blackstone. Certainly, one would under-
stand a locality to be a place. Per-
haps in the old country, in connection
with county courts the word" "locality "
would embrace a whole county; but in
the particular instance here concerned I!
contend that "locality" means what
members of the Rouse -understood it to
mean when passing the Bill, that is to
say it includes such places as Eurbanks
or Bomiievale, seeing that the large dis-
trict of Coolgardie intervenes.

MEMBE6R: Places must be three miles
apart all over the State.

Ma. REID: I have other definitions,
which however I do not intend to place
before the House at present. I am sorry

to have to admit that unions have ben
registered much nearer than are those
two places, to where other unions were
already established- -

MR. HOLMAN - Yes; since that case.
MR. REID: Since application was

made for registration by the miners of
the two places I have just mentioned.

TaE PREMIE: Those cases never
came before me.

MR, REID: I know that; and I can
quite understand it, because the Attorney
General is a sensible, straightforward
man, who would give the Registrar such
a doing if he refused to grant registration
to the two unions on whose behalf I
interested myself, that the -Registrar
would never make such a mistake again.

MR. TAYLOR: The wrong was done by
the Attorney General; not by the Regis-
trar.

Mn. REI-D: I desire to touch briefly
on a, matter raisedl in the speech of the
leader of the Opposition the other
evening. The hion. member said that
he "hoped we would have no more of
this cursed socialistic legislation."

Mr. 3&conv:- He did not say " cursed,"
did he ?

Mu. REID: I maintain that the
leader of the Opposition used the word
"1cursed."

MR. TAYLOR : That is not much of a
crime in comparison with the Colonial
Treasurer's.

Ms. REID:- If we are not to have any
more legislation of the kind described as
socialistic, then I contend it will be a
bad thing indeed for the people of the
country. I refer again to the dictionary
in order that I may place before the
House definitions by the best known
authorities of the word "socialism."
Webster's International Dictionary defines
the word as "1a th eory or system of social
reform which contemplates the complete
reconstruction of society, with a more-
just and equitable distribution of pro-
perty and labour." The Encyclopzedia
Britannica says: "1The general tendency
is to regard as socialism any interference
undertaken by society on behalf of thepoor;
radical social reform, which disturbs the
present system of private property. The
tendency of present socialism is, more
and m4)re, to ally itself with the most
advanced democracy." Therefore I main-
tain t hat so far as the mass of the people
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is concerned, socialism is a most desirable
thing. If its tendency is towards
democracy, then we should welcome
socialism. For my part, I welcome it
with all my heart. In every part of the
world there are unemployed poor, people
anxious but unable to obtain work. In
olden times it was said that " the poor ye
shall always have with ye." I am satis-
fled that under our present industrial
system we shall always have the poor
with us, but I am not satisfied to accept
the construction which has been placed
on the sentence I have quoted as being
correct.

MEMiBERL: The quotation is not correct
to start with. It should be: " The poor
ye have always with YOU."

MIL. REID:- I am not satisfied to
accept the construction placed on the
text. I am of opinion that no man who
has health and strength, and therefore
abilit 'y to work, can possibly be poor.
He is gifted with all that is necessary for
maintaining himself and his family, given
a fair opportunity; but the fact is
that in the great congested centres
of population numbers of people with
education and muscle are unable to obtain
employment. We find those people
driven farther and farther downward;
they become degraded and pau perised to
such an extent as to be unable or un-
willing to care for either their own welfare
or that of those dependent on them.
Take the ease of that poor benighted
country, Ireland. A brief retrospect,
extending only to the year 1841, shows
us Ireland in a state of great prosperity,
poverty being almost unknown and em-
ployment plentiful. All the people then
were prosperous; but a very few years
later brings us to the great famine of
1848. Since then, through legislation cer-
tainly not socialistic forced on them by the
English House of Commons, the people
of Ireland have been so reduced as to be
compelled to export the better part of
their produce to England in order to
pay exorbitant rents. The Irish people
themselves have to [ive on the refuse. At
the time I speak of, potatoes constituted
the almost universal food. In 1848 a
great famnine decimated the population.
The individualistic legislation forced on
Ireland ever since by the English House
of Commnons has made the conditions, of
life in Ireland so hard that the country

has been depopulated. The number of
its people, which in 1848 stood at
8,200,000, had dropped in 1900 to
4,000,000. That decrease occurred under
a system of individualistic legislation,
which of course is altogether opposed to
socialism. Let me quote another instance
of what socialism might do for the coun-
try. Let me refer to the case of Peru.
For 300 years prior to the year 1500 the
people of Peru had been living in a state
of socialism. The Incas it is true were
born to their position; indeed, every man
in the country was born to his position;
but yet a certain system of socialismn ob-
tained. History tells us that in those
days Peru constructed roads 1,000 miles
in length, which exist to the present day.
There were no poor in Peru. If a man
was born to a lowly position, still he was
always given enough to eat. This shows
something of what socialism has done
for people in the past. If we decide
to proceed by the aid of democratic legis-
lation towards the adoption of socialism,
in the future, surely it will be a good
thing. No one can question that it will
be to the advantage of the world if crime
and poverty are done away with; and
that is the only aim of socialism. I trust
therefore that we shall in the future have
more socialistic legislation here than we
have had in the past. I trust the people
will wake up to their interests, and I
make this remark not so much in refer-
ence to Western Australia as in reference
to certain of the Eastern States where
settlement is a little older than it is here.
In the past, no doubt people when
speaking of socialism said, "1Oh, if a man
is a socialist yon can guarantee that he
has no property and that he wants to get
hold of the other fellow's property; he
wants to have what he calls a fair and
equitable division"-[Tnn MI1N1sTER FOR

LANDS: -Once a week]-"of the property
already acquired." But that is a wrong
idea altogether. Socialism, as I under-
stand it, does not aim. at taking a single
penny from anyone; socialists do not aim
at communism; and when it is asserted
that only those who have nothing, only
those who are poor and ignorant, desire
socialism, a great mistake is made. A
few namzes have been handed down to us
on the scroll of fame, if I may be per-
itted that ex pression, of men in eminent

positions who have abandoned everything
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for the sake of raisinig and of improving
the condition of the masses of the people.
I may mention the name of Prince Kra-
potbin, a Russian, who gave up every-
thing, gave up his princely title, who
gave his landed estates and forsook
everything for the purpose of throwing
his weight and influence on the side of
socialism. There is another man whose
name will live for ever as trying to do -all
he possibly could in the interests of the
starving poor of the world. I refer to
Karl Mari; a man who has done a great
deal indeed for the people of the world;
who gave the benefit of his great talents
and a great deal of his wealth to the
cause of socialism or democracy. We
have also Sydney Webb, Hyndman,
Annie Besajit, Lord Shaftesbury, and
last, though I hope not least, Robert D.
Owen, who bad such a misconception of
things that be thought by giving his
money to the people he was going to
raise them from degradation and poverty:
be made the mistakes which badly
balanced philanthropists always make.
Y trust next time the leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Pigott) talks about
socialism lie will understand what he is
talking about. Socialism has a great
bold of the people of this country. We
have socialistic institutions whiich are
admitted by people who come to see this
country to be better than the systems
adopted in Amierica-at any rate as fax
as the railway system is concerned. Our
post and telegraph office is a system of
socialism. The lighting of public build-
ings, our private homes, our public
buildings, and our streets, are also part
of our socialistic system; the police
who guard the lives and property
of the people are also part of the
State socialism which has been insti-
tuted and adopted the world over. We
have also the system, which I am pleased
indeed to admit has been of great value
in the past, and will be of more value I
trust in the future, in assisting the
development of the mining industry of
our country and providing employment
for people in other States-I mean our
State batteries. When we look on these
things and realise they are socialistic
institutions, surely it is not the place of
the leader of the Opposition to stand up
and hurl his mighty curse on a system
that is doing so much good the world

over. I may have been mistaken in
attributing certain words to the leader of
the Opposition, but I was honest in my
opinion that he did use the words. On
looking through Hansard I find I am
wrong in saying that he used the words;
but

An an convinced against his will
Is of the same opinion still

However, I now come to another ques-
tion which is of considerable interest in
this country, and has been so for a long
time, and so far as I can see, with my
knowledge of public affairs, will be an
important question for many years to
come, unless the Government, with all the
powers they possess at the p resent time
and the powers they are likely to possess
in the future, come to the rescue-I refer
to the Midland Railway Company. I do
not know if it is a popular thing to men-
tion this question, but I am of opinion
that this is a question which a strong
Government should take up and settle in
the interests of the country. It has been
said the value of the Midland Railway has
materially increased during the course
of the last few years. We have heard
many complaints inside this building as
to the action of the company towards
people desiring to take up land and settle
in the vicinity of the railway. I do
not intend to dwell upon this question,
but in order that this matter should be
settled once and for all, and in order to
force the company to part with the rail-
way and the land at a reasonable rate, it
would be desirable for the Government
to impose such a land tax as would compel
the Midland Railway Company either to
utilisethe soil which they hold, or give it to
someone else who would make the best
use of it. It is rather a coincidence that
at the beginning of last Session the mem-
ber for Hannas-I mean the late hon.
member for Hannans, Mr. Reside-spoke
at some length against the Chief Mechani-
cal Engineer. Now the present member
for Hannans (Mr. Bath) has also taken
upon himself the task of criticising the
Chief Mechanical Engineer. On the
former occasion I took a stand which I
thought to be fair and just between man
and man. I thought that the Chief
Mechanical Engineer being a man of
high repute, chosen by the Government
to fila, high position in our industrial
affirs, it was only right that he should
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be given a certain time to demonstrate
the wisdom of his own system. The
criticism which 'Mr. Bath has directed
towards the Mechanical Engineer is in
quite a, different direction from that taken
by the late member for Hannans last
year. Reference is made to a certain
amount of extravagance in the purchase
of locomotives-new locomotives are pur-
chased and others are laid aside. Owing
to the ever-increasing traffic on our rail-
ways and the lack of engines in the past,
many locomotives have exceeded their
usefulness, and many have had to be
laid on one side to make way for engines
of greater carrying power, faster steaming
power, and everything else. In the report
of the special committee of the Kalgoorlie
Chamber of Mines, I find this sentence-

A. large portion of the locomotive stock is
unfitted for the present requirements of the
department, being incapable of handling the
trains effciently, both in respect to power and
speed, and it must very shortly be a matLter
for consideration what steps shall he taken to
replace them. To continue them in service
means additional risk, increased train mileage,
and consequently an abnormal expenditure.
Your committee recommends that every effort
be made to secure the completion at the earliest
possible date of the workshops now in course
of construction, and that immediate steps be
taken to provide the farther accommodation
required by the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
I think the report by the committee of
the Kalgoorlie Chamiber of Mines is a
complete reply to the criticism directed by
the hon. member towards the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.

MR. BATH: 'YOU ought to go and have
a look at the railway yards.

MR. REID: The criticism directed last
Year died away, and I feel confident that
in 12 months from the present the wis-
dom of the Chief Mechauical Engineer in
endeavouring so far as he can to provide
smitable locomotives for traffic going on
at the present time will be shown. I have
taken more time than I intended when I
commenced. There is only one recoin-
mceudatiom I wish to make, and that is in
connection with the Mining Bill about to
be introduced I would impress upon
the Minister for Mlines. that as far as he
possibly can, in formulating the neces-
sary clauses of this Bill, he will pay everyv
attention to the ventilation of mines. It
is a matter of the utmost importance.
There is nothing more important to the
miner than plenty of fresh air. We

know at the present time, through the
quantity of explosives used in mines it is
absolutely necessary to have good venti-
lation if the miner is to retain good
health. Noxious fumes are given off
after explosives are used, and unless
there is a good system of ventilation it
must ultimately work to the detriment of
the employer and the employee. I would
impress upon the Minister the advis-
ability of seeing that ventilation receives
a prominent place in this Bill. I certainly
think it would not be inadvisable at the
present time if a commission of experts
were appointed to examine into and report
upon the system adopted in ventilating
the mines at Kalgoorlie and Boulder.
Some valuable evidence could be col-
jetted, and the Minister would have the
benefit of the information in formulating
his Bill. If this is done, and prominence

i given to the subject of ventilation in the
Bill to be brought forward, it will be for

1the welfare of the people who are com-
pelled to earn their bread in the bowels
of the earth, and will not be against the
interests of the employer.

MR. J. ISDELL (Pilbarra): In rising
taddress the House, I must crave the

indulgence and courtesy usually accorded
to a member when making his first
speech. A residence of many years in the
bush as a pioneer prospector does not
tend to keep one's faculties on the alert,

Ffor there are not many opportunities
for public speaking, and in such c~ir-
cu msta nces it is a difficult task for me to
speak before what I may suppose to be
the best debating society in the country.
With reference to the policy declared in
the Governor's Speech there seems to be
on both sides of the House a concurrence
of opinion in its favour, and certainly I
am in favour of it in some respects; but
it has other features to which I do not
see my way to agree. In the first place,
the policy looks to me not broad enough.
I expected a more progressive and a
broader policy, considering the prosperity
of the State. The point of view of the
framer (if that policy takes in but a4 small

portion of the country. What we may
call his sphere extends only from Bun-
bury in the south to the Murchison in the
north-one-third of the whole State-
and leaves out two-thirds of Western
Australia, and a most prosperous part of
it. I do not see why the Iarge pastoral
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and mining industries of the North-West
especially should be totally ignored by
the Government, even in the Governor's
Speech. Bad they been only mentioned,
it would have shown that the Govern-ment recognise their claims in some shape
or form. As to the other planks in the
Government platform, there are some on
which I do not intend to speak, because
I amn not qualified. I shall speak on
those topics only of which I consider I
have sufficient knowledge to entitle me to
express opinions. Regarding the Trans;-
continental Railway and the broadening
of the gauge between Perth and Kal-
goorlie, I cannot say I am in favour of
the work. To my mind that is not in
any sense a really reproductive work, nor
yet a business proposition. This is a
young State, and every penny that has to
be spent in it should be spent on works
which are either directly or indirectly
reproductive. In the first place, this
work will not reduce the cost of living,
or the freight on mining, farming, or any
other commodities which we require. In
the second place, it. will not increase the
revenue, will not increase the gold output,
nor will it increase the population of this
State; and without these or other advan-
tages I do not see how we can reap any
benefit from the enterprise. The broaden-
ing of the gauge of the line to Kalgoorlie
will cost thousands of pounds; and I
would far sooner see the money spent in
opening up fresh railway communication
to new inland goldfields and to farming
districts, as we should then have a, fair
prospect of a larger revenue. It must be
remembered that the debt of the State is
very heavy, totalling £68 per head of
population. To every penny which adds
to that debt. we should look for some
return; but in this instance I cannot see
whence the return is to come. That
railway is proposed to be carried out as
the result of sentiment; and 1 cannot
give my aid to a sentimental railway. I
must compliment the Government on the
appointment of a Royal Commlission to
inquire into State forestry. There is no
doubt its recommendations will lead to
the forests being dealt with in a proper
manner, and will also afford a basis for
legislation to prevent the wholesale
destruction of timber, at the same time
encouraging our present large export
timber trade. As to the land policy of

the Government, I must congratulate
them on the vigorous and energetic
manner in which they have settled people
on the soil. But it is imperative that in
carrying out this policy they must be
exceedingly careful and cautious; because
the cry is now ,Go on the land "-a
repetition of a6 cry raised many years ago
in other colonies. Years ago Victoria
and South A ustral ia encouraged and even
induced people to settle indiscriminately
on land which was totally unfit for
farming purposes, with very disastrous
results to those colonies. People were
granted land on a very liberal extended
payment system; but that land had
not the conditions essential to successful
farming. The climate was against it;
consequently instead of being a blessing
to Victoria and South Australia, the
schemes turned out a, detriment to their
advancement and the ruination of many
hundreds of people. I amn well aware
that a settled population is essential to the
prosperity of this State, and that popula-
tion can be provided if the conditions are
suitable. But it does not matter how en-
lightened and energetic is the manage-
ment, nor how good the soil, unless there
be a sufficient and consistent rainfall
farming enterprise will result in failure.
The Government should divide the State
into zones according to rai nfall, and allow
settlement in zones suitable to the con-
ditions-suitable for cereals, mixed farm-
ing, and pastoral pruts respectively. It
is ridiculous to inuc farmers to settle
on country which has not a sufficient rain-
fall. Such a scheme looks very well on
paper; but it remains on paper, because
the paper is all we get back from it, and
no return of any value. I am glad to see
by official statistics% that the mining in-
dustry is still on the up grade: and I
should have much preferred to see more
progress made in giving railway com-
munication to many of the mining centres,
for I ami sure the result would have been
an increased output of gold and a larger
settled population on the fields. The
State batteries seem to have been a great
success, which is due to the Minister for
Mines. The Government have taken a
step in the right direction in sending a
geologist to the northern portion of the
State, and I am certain his report, when
received by the Government and the
people of the South, will astonish themn
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because few have any concept-ion of the
real extent of rich auriferous country
which there exists. After that report
comes to hand, I am certain that the
proposed railway in the North will soon
be an accomplished fact, whether it be
built by the Government or by private
enterprise. And I hope that as a, result
of the report we in the North will get one
or two State batteries. I am in favour of
the Morgans-Laverton Railway. Though
I have never been along the route, I know
from public reports that the line is well
worthy of construction ; and I hope that
when it is completed other lines will be
taken to auriferous and wealthy centres.
Regarding the Colie-Goidlields Railway
and the Woodmnans Point line, I am not
in a position to express an opinion. I
should be foolish to express it, because I
have never seen the country and know
nothing about it; and I consider that
the man who expresses an opinion on a
subject of which he knows nothing is
simply useless for any purpose. From
what I can learn, I am in favour of those
railways being built; but how a man can
form an opinion as to their utility unless
he sees the ground, I am at a loss to
understand. Had there been any reports
on the table regarding population, land
settlement, and the area of Crown lands
and of private lands in the districts con-
cerned, a person might have had some
means of arriving at a conclusion; but
in their absence, I cannot do so. Hence
my vote will be simply a persuasive vote,
and not the result of experience. Tbe
man who can persuade me best is bound
to get my vote. I am pleased to hear
that most members in this and the Upper
House have expressed opinions in favour
of the construction of the Port Hedland
to Marble Ear railway, and that similar
opinions have been expressed by the
metropolitan newspapers also. It seems
strange to me that though it is favoured
by so many members in this and the
Upper House, and although other influen-
tialpeople and all the mtooia

papers are agreed as to its construction,
they still qualify their acquiescence by
saying it should be built by private
-enterprise. If they think that railway of
so much importance to the welfare of the
Stats, why should private enterprise and
not the Government reap the benefit?
Why should not the Government build it

themselves? That is what I could not
understand, or did not until a day or two
ago. There is only one man who has given
any reason why the line should be built
by private enterprise; and he happens
to be a member of the present Gov-
ernment--the Hon. Walter Kingsmnill.
Referring to this railway, he said the
other day in the Upper House that
the line from Port Hedland to Nuilagine
was particularly fitted for construction by
private enterprise, because it was outside
the southern railway system of the State.
That is an illustration of the result, of
centralisation, and it could not have been
more forcibly exhibited b y the moat
ardent advocate of centralisation, because
it showed that if we in the North had been
anywhere within reach of thbe soulthern
railway system we should have had our
line years ago. But I consider it terribly
rough and very hard and unjust that
those pio neers who have for years worked
there in an uncongenial climate should
be so long denied railway communication.
It must be remembered that the work
they are doing is not for their own
benefit only, but for that of the whole
country; and it seems curious that those
people who are. undergoing such hard-
ships should be forbidden railway comn-
munication, cheap living, and kindred
blessings, simply because their line cannot
be joined to the southern railway system.
But I will say this for Mr. Kings mill.
He was quite right in stating that the
enterprise is outside the sphere in which
the centralisation policy of the present
Government has been carried on. At the
same time, I must recollect that I am
only one amongst all the members of this
and of the other House, not to speak of
the metropolitan newspapers ; and it is
no use my knocking m'Y hea against a
stone wall, nor do I intend to. I will
fight for that railway, whether I get it
in one way or in the other; and having
beard the opinions of so many influential
people, I shall not fight against its being
built by private enterpie. I only hope
that members in thisad ~the other House
who have expressed themselves in its
favour will, when the Bill for its con-
struction comes before them, give it their
cordial support, and in no way block its
passing into law. I should like to men-
tion one or two subjects which have not
been referred to in the Governor's Speech.
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One is the alien question. Most people
in the southern part of the State
consider the Nore-West a hotbed of alien
immigration. Very forcibly I can prove
that to be wrong; and representing that
portion of the State, it is my duty here to
give the proof. Since I have been in
Perth I have made it my business to
investigate the alien question with respect
to the southern portions of the country,
and I can find in Perth more Chinamnen
and other Asiatic aliens on a few acres of
land in the centre of the city than in
the whole of the Nor'-West, including
Broome. With a specific purpose I stood
at the corner of one of our streets for an
hour by my watch, and counted 68 aliens
going in one direction only during that
hour. I did not count those going the
opposite way, for some of them may have
repassed. That is more than one will see
in twelve months' travelling through the
Nor'.West, outsideof Broome at all events.
Another thing: I notice by the statistics
for five months of this year that 632
aliens arrived in this State and 181 left.
That leaves a balance of 4,51 in five
months. I cannot see what that is due
to. There must be some leakage, and I
think it is the duty of the present Gov-
ernment to make inquiry. There is
another question which I have not heard
dealt with, and that is relating to
rabbits. Rabbits are one of the greatest
curses and pests that ever entered Aus-
tralia. When I was in Perth 20 years
ago, I spoke to Mr. Maitand Brown and
Mr. W. Paterson, now of the Agricultural
Bank, and several other gentlemen on
that question, because I had been in the
midst of the trouble for some years then,
and I knew what T was talk-ing about. I
told them of the dangers of it, and they
would not believe me. Since that, to a
certain extent the Government have
taken the matter in hand, but we know
nothing of what the Government intend
to do-whether they will stop the incur-
sion, destroy the rabbits, or not. Rabbits
are going to cost this country many
hundreds of thousands of pounds. People
who do not know them cannot see the
danger, but I have been in it and know
what it. is, and T say it is the duty of the
Government to try to check the rabbits. I
do not wish to detain thefHouseamnylonger,
because I have no more to say with re-
gard to politics, and there is no question

outside that I wish to speak of. I thank
members for the generous way in which
they have listened to me. (General
applause.)

MR. W. Mt. PURKISS (Perth): I
have no wish or desire to prolong this
debate, and I intend to be brief, conse-
quently the observations that I have to
make will be short. The first thing
that struck me on reading the Gov-
ernor's Speech was that it was a very
ambitious programme which was fore.
shadowed therein. I found on look-
ing through it there were something like
20 most important Bills, and Bills of a
highly controversial character. We are
asked to read, debate, and pass if possible
a Bill in reference to the Transcontinental
Railway question, a Bill in respect of the
broad gauge line between Fremantle and
Kalgoorlie.

THE PREMIER: Oh no. That is in con-
nection with the Transcontinental Rail-
way.

MR. PURKISS : Very well, two in one.
A Bill with reference to the Constitution,
a redistribution of seats Bill--Bills of a
highly controversial character; a Bill
with reference to electoral reform, another
measure of a highly controversial charac-
ter; a Bill regarding a line from Collie
to the Great Southern, which no doubt
will be discussable on account of the
battle of the routes; a Bill for a railway
from Wood mans Point to some point
between the ocean and the South-Western
line. Then we are promised aconsolidation
and amendment of the Mines Act, that
is an amalgamation of a number of Acts
on the statute-book, together with several
importantainendments-a perfect volume,
and no doubt partaking in its various
amendments somewhat of a controversial
character. We are also asked to pass a
Bill for the consolidation of all the land
Acts on the statute-book with various
important amendments thereof. Also
there are foreshadowed several consolida-
tion Bills which are not mentioned.
Then we have a new Loan Bill to come
down. One Bill we are asked to deal
with-and I hope we shall have an
opportunity of doing so and of thoroughly
threshing it out on account of its vast
importance-is in relation to the metro-
politan water supply and the extension
of sewerage facilities to various other
centres. Then we have higher education,
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hospitals, factories, and public health
Bills, an Early Closing Bill, and a rail-

ways amendment and consolidation Bill.
Here is a nice bill of fare, including
from 19 to 20 most important statutes
of a highly controversial character, which
if we attempted to do our duty to our-
selves and the countryv would take the
best part of six months. After reading
that Speech, what do I find? I find that
in addition to these 19 or 20 Bills we are
going to be asked to discuss, and if
possible to pass, a Supreme Court Bill,
police offences Hill, pearl fisheries Bill,
other fisheries Bill, and a Bill for the
consolidation of laws relating to prisons,
which has been introduced. There are
also to be Bills with reference to the
making and sale of bread, the prevention
and spread of noxious weeds; also a Bill
relating to the insane, a Bill to consoli-
date and amend the Boilers and Machinery
Act, a Public Service Bill which has
been promised to the Civil Service
Association, a libel and slander Bill,
and a Bill with reference to auditing
accounts. Here we have a programme
involving something like 33 most

important Bills, Bills of a highly discuss-
ableo and controversial character. I
forgot to mention that we have also
other two, making 85 Bills, one of
them being the Registration of Dogs
Consolidation Bill. At the end of tbis
programme we have such a measure as
that! Then we have, if you please, a.
consolidation Bill with reference to
pharmacy and poisons. Thirty-five Bills!
Outside of that we shall be asked to
discuss the Financial Statement, we shall
be asked to pass the Estimates, and we
shall be asked to discuss, what is perhaps
quite as important and in many colonies
is looked upon as more important, a6
public works statement together with
the public Works Estimates. I do not
know what members think of it, I do
not know what Mr. Speaker thinks
of it, but I say that such a pro-
gramme is absolutely preposterous. I
am satisfied members will agree with
me that it is preposterous, because I
will show how it is preposterous. If
we had simiply limited ourselves to the
Bills mentioned in the Governor's Speech,
we might possibly, if we sat four days in
the week as I was in favour of doing,
and met at half-past two, have got

through the 18 measures there mentioned;
but even then we should have had to
gallop through them. But now, as the
Government say "No; we only want
three days in the week, and we only waut
to sit at half-past four," what have we
got to do ? We have 13 sitting days in
the month; if you deduct two days to
be devoted to members' private buiness
there are 11 sitting days in the month
for the discussion of those 35 Bills.

THE PREMIER: Does it not show the
urgent necessity of dealing with the wvork
we are talking about?

MR. PURKlSS: I ask the House to
assist me to get to work and do good
business, but not to pass 33 Bills ; not to
attempt an impossibility, an absurdity.
It is an insult to ourselves, to the House,
and to the public to come down and ask
us this side of Christmas to get through
35 Bills of this important character, so
highly discussable. We have 11 Gov-
ernment days in the month, And three
months give us 33 days. If we sus-
pended the Standing Orders to-morrow
and passed one of those Bills every day,
getting it through all its stag-es from its
introduction to the third reading, we
should dispose of them in that time. It
is simply an absurdity; we shall be in
November before we get through the
programme, even if we suspend the
Standing Orders and take one Bill a day;
because we have 11 days, three times
11 are 33, and there are 38 Bills. We
shall not start upon these Bills until
August, and that will bring us up to
November. I say it is simply preposter-
ous. We must assume that the Govern-
ment are sincere in bringing down this
elaborate programme, but is it possible
to carry through ? It is, to my mind,
preposterous and impossible. Some mem-
bers may laugh, but I think it is so
impossible that I am not going to at-
tempt it, and I ask all those members
on both sides of the House who agree
with sue to take a drastic step, whereby
we can reduce this programme by elimin-
ating two-thirds of it. Let us not
stultify ourselves, but do our duty to the
country by concentrating our attention
on one-third of the programme. If
there is a lot of bunkumn about this, if
there is no sincerity about it, the case is
worse. I appeal to members on this
(Ministerial) side of the Rouse and on
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that side also, is it possible to do that
amount of work? Last session we had a
programme, but not one like this, and
what was the consequence? We only
got through a portion of it.

THE PnnEn: We passed 49 Bills
last year.

MR. PURflSS : And we sent many of
ithem up to the Upper Chamber, almost
at the last moment, which amounted to
a premniun', a prayer almost, saying
"Throw it out." While that was going
on, and while they pretended to give
private members a day, I tried to get in
some Simple useful sodia! reform, but it
was blocked; one little Bill brought
down in the first fortnight of the session1
a Bill of one clause, with reference to the
amendment of the Jury Act. This House
-was absolutely unanimous that the Bill
should be passed. That little bit of social
legislation was kept on the Order Paper
until the twelfth hour, until half-past 11
on the night of the very last day, when
the Upper Rouse, which no doubt would
have passed it if they had had the oppor-
tunity of doing so, said "We are not

going to undertake Bills sent up here
within a quarter of an hour of our pro-
roguing." There is one remedy for that
sort of thing. Members must agree with
me, no matter what their views on polities,
are, that the programme put forward is
an impossible and a, preposterous one.
Why do the Government want to bring
in these Bills in the face of the demand for
such measures as the country has called for,
measures in respect of w hiclimeinbers have
been sent to this House; questions that
have gone to the country, and which deter-
mine the fate of Governments; such
questions as the Constitution Bill and an
Electoral Dill-policy Bills in respect
of which many members were re-
turned to this Parliament. In the face
of that, why do the Government want a
consolidation of the Dog Acts, why do
they want to consolidate the Pharmacy
and Poisons Acts, things which have stood
the test and could have waited until
another Session? What isproposed is an
outrage. There is a, remedy for it, a
drastic one-

MR. CoNNOR: Come over here.
Mn. PURKISS : I feel it is not a ques-

tion of party. I say to members all
round, "Let us get rid of a sham;" let
tbe House! take the drastic course

which I am going to suggest. We have
the ball in our hiands : let us put an end
to this.

THE PREMIER: You mean, get to
work ?

Mt. PURKISS: Yes. D7o 17 men
think that they can sit here and carry out
a. programme of this kind? I amn not
going to pretend that I can do it. There
is no man in the House who can say he
is able to do it. If 17 men think they
are capable of doing it, let them keep a
House and do it, and the public will take
note of the result. I find that of the 35
paragraphs of the Governor's Speech,
five are devoted to the subject of the
Transcontinental Railway; one-sixth of
the whole Speech is devoted to that sub-
ject. 'Undoubtedly, those five paragraphs
are extremely optimistic in spirit. A
stranger reading them would think that
we were on the eve, at any rate, of the
inception of that great work. No doubt
the Transcontinental Railway is a great
conception, and from a Western Aus-
tralian point of view constitutes one of
the gol and complements of federation.
No doubt everyone here desires that it
may be an accomplished facet, and of
course the time will come when we shall
see the idea brought to fruition; but
hon. members must not be "1too previous."
Let us not be deluded by optimistic
passages in the Governor's Speech or
anywhere else; for the cost of construct-

in the work, and the loss which it is
aditted on all hands will he involved at

any rate for some years to come in its
working, have to be borne in mind in con-
junction with the fact that that cost will
fall on all the States of the Common-
wealth. Therefore, so far as the Com-
monwealth as a. whole is concerned, the
matter will be looked at in the cold light
of " Is this a sound, commercial proposi-
tion ?" There is no use in talking about
great ideas, and it is idle to refer to any
implied promise made at the time
Western Australia. entered federation. It
is beside the question, also, to refer to
negotiations with a past Premier of
South Australia; in fact, to do so is
unfortunate, because irritation and dis-
content result. If a man or group of men
or a State particularly wants a thing, it
is inadvisable to begin to throw stones
and say, "1You gave us a promise, and
now you are breaking it." There is no
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use in referring a Ministry of the present
day to the letter of a past Premier. I
repeat, such methods only result in
irritation After all, the argument in
the eyes of the other States-which have
eyes, and will use them-comes down to
the bedrock question of whether the line
will pay. The burden will fall on
other States just as much as on our-
selves. What interest has Tasmania,
for example, in the construction of the
Transcontinental Railway? What interest
has Queensland in the wvorkP And yet
the estimated cost of .25,100,000-I1 shall
show presently that this cost will be
greatly exceeded-is to fall equally on
Tasmania and Queensland. The subject
is being ventilated in the East at the
present time. A propoganda is in pro-
gress in Victoria on the subject of the
Trancontinental Railway, the movement
being headed by Mr. Palmer, the chair-
man of the Victorian National Reform
League.

Mn. DAGLISH:. Are you the league's
agent here ?

MiL. PUREISS: The league is hold-
ing meetings throughout Victoria on this
very question of the Trancontinental Rail-
way. Mr. Palmer's views are expressed
somewhat as follows --

The States, up to this, have all built
their railways at their own cost, ad carry
the debts thus created. The Transcontinental
Railway is, geographically speaking, a West
Australian enterprise. It serves transecn-
tinentsal uses, but it is a State possession, and
will, of course, render the highest services to
State interests. Hlow can the Federal Parlia-
ment charge the cost of a, railway which runs
exclusively through one State on the other
States of the Commonwealth? An Interstate
Commission is being set up to prevent exactly
such a thing being done.
It has to be remembered that what we
call the Transcontinental Railway is only
the terminal Fection of an already existing
transcontinental line. The Transcontin-
ental Railway already runs from Queens-
land into New South Wales, from New
South Wales into Victoria, and through
Victoria into South Australia, ending at
Adelaide. flat is the Transcontinental
Railway as it exists at the present day,
and what we refer to as the construction
of the Transcontinental Railway is simply
the addit-on of a link to an already exist-
ing chain. That portion of the Trans-
continental Railway which runs from
Brisbane to Sydney -was built by whomP

By the Queensland people and the New
South Wales people, who had to borrow
the money for the work and are paying
interest on the money borrowed. More-
over, if there should be a loss on the
working of that section of a Transcontin-
ental Railway, the people of Queensland
and New South Wales must bear the
loss. That portion of the Transcontinental

I Railway which runs from New South
Wales into Victoria was constructed by
whom? By New South Wales and
Victoria, which States built the line out
of money borrowed for the purpose, on
which money they have to pay interest.
The portion which runs from Victoria
into South Australia was built by the
two States in question out of borrowed
money, on which interest is being paid
by them. Can we therefore ask those
States, and Tasmania in addition, to give
their sanction to the Commonwealth
Government's borrowing .£5,100,000 for
the purpose of building the remaining
link of the Transcontinental Railway,
while the great length of that railway
running through settled portions of the
Eastern States has been constructed by
the individual States out of mopey
borrowed for the purpose and in respect
of which the individual States pay
interest? Now, the estimated cost of
the line is £5,100,000. The yearly
interest on that at three and a ball per
cent, would amount to roughly £180,000.
Next, there is a sinking fund to be pro-
vided. [Mr. DAGL1sH: No.] Very well;
no sinking fund.

MR. hLLINswosTH: The other States
have no sinking funds.

Mn. PtIRRISS: Very well. Then
there are charges for maintenance and
working expenses. I venture to say that

Iif the Transcontinental Railway is going
to be worth that expenditure-I speak
plainly because I am not deluded- -

Mu. DAGLISH: That is a question, you
know, whether you are deluded or not.

n.z PURKISS: It may be a ques-
tion, but it is one I have answered satis-
factorily, at all events to myself. If the
Transcontinental Railway is going to be
worth £25,100,000, a, cost which will be
largely added to, as I shall show--

MR. ILLINGOT a: The cost will be a
good deal less.

MR. PURKISS: I shall not put my
opinion against that of the Engineers-in-
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Chief of the various Stales, who have
estimated the cost at X5,100,000. I am
obliged to accept a statement of that
kind coming from engineering experts.
One great argument put forward, with
some show of reason, for the construc-
tion of the Transcontinental Railway is
that it will serve as a defence measure, so
far as Western Australia is concerned.
For the purposes of defence we are
isolated, open to be shot at, open to be
attacked. We have no protection, we have
no guarantee of safety, unless the Trans-
continental Railway be built. Now, the
Transcontinental Railway,for reasonscon-
sidered very important by the Engineers-
in-Chief, is to pass within 50 or 60 miles
of the coast at Eucla. The reason for
bringing it so close to Ecela is that, by
means of a short loop line, the construc-
tion of the main work may be facilitated,
that the plant and material may be
landed at Eucla, and that the line may
radiate as it were from the middle as well
as from the terminal points. That being
so-and the position is maintained in all
the reports I have seen, in respect of
water supply and construction pur-
poses-it will be necessary, as part and
parcel of the scheme of a Transcontinental
Railway, to fortify Eunda strongly and to
lay down an elaborate system of sub-
marine mines. For, speaking of the
railway as a defence line, I have to point
out that it is only a bit of horseplay, a
little piece of skylarking, for a foreign
cruiser or man-of-war to land a small
body of men at Eucla, march them two
days inland, and cut the line which is to
do so much for the defence of this State'The line will absolutely constitute an
invitation to any stranger in the shape of
a cruiser or man-of-war to land a flying
column and cut the line north and south,
east and west. Therefore I maintain
that to the first cost of £25,100,000 must
be added the cost of fortifications at
Eunds and the laying down of elaborate
submarine mines at* that port. We can
see, therefore, that the ultimate cost
of a Transcontinental Railway is hard
to estimate. It is all very well to
speak of £5,100,000. Let lion. members
consider the difficulties to be faced even
if the expenditure were limited to that
amount. The Commonwealth Govern-
ment will have to borrow £5,100,000.
But the Commonwealth Government have

other States to study, and other large
works are looming up. We see signs
of a choice being made in regard to a
capital site for the Commonwealth. If
that choice should be made during the
Session-and it will have to be made
sooner or later-- the Commonwealth will
have to embark in heavy expense in that
respect. Again, the various States are

I clamnouring that the Commonwealth
should pay for the public buildings taken
over from the States; and that means
millions. If the Federal Government
made payment in the shape of federal
bonds or debentures for all the public
buildings, such as post offices, telegraph

ioffices, and so forth, taken over, an ex-
penditure of millions will be incurred.
And these are matters of necessity ;
these things will have to be done. Will
the Commonwealth Government borrow
£5,100,000 for the purpose of building a
railway in one State or in two States,
having regard to the fact that Tasmania
does not care a rap about it and yet will

ihave to payv for- it, and that Queensland
Ilikewise cares very little about it yet will
have to bear its full share of the cost,
and in view of the fact that the other
States have individually paid for their
portions of the Transcontinental RailwayP
Nothing of the kind. If the other States
could be convinced that the Transcon-
tinental Railway will be a financial suc-
cess, its construction might be regarded
as being within measurable distance.

But they ask, is it going to payP Will
there be sfficient goods and passenger
traffic to make it pay? I amn not an
engineer, but it seems to me that anyone
who asks me to believe that this line is
going to pay, whether from freight or
passengers for some years to come, is
trying to make me believe that which I
cannot possibly swallow or accept. When
we find bow difficult it is to make lines
which run through centres of population
pay, how much more difficult will it be

Ito make this line, which will not runItheoghan centres of population, pay.
The hol ofthe States of the Common-

wealth at the present moment have the
greatest difficulty in providing interest
from their railways on the money bor-
rowed, in providing a sinking fund,
paying working expenses, and working at
anything like a profit. We have diffi-
culties in mainig our railways pay when
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they run through settled country. They
have far greater population in the other
States, yet there are deficits year after
year in their railway returns; yet we are
asked to believe that a railway running
from one terminus here where there is
some population, to another terminus
1,200 miles off, and along the 1,200 miles
there is not a living soul, not even a
kangaroo-

THE MINISTER YoR LANDS: It is not
so. That is not fair.

MR. PURKTSS: The Minister for
Lands says it is not so. How many men
in this world have traversed the route
from Kalgoorlie to Eucla? How many
have travelled the route which this
railway will take from Eucla to the South
Australian border? When we read of
this country we admire the feats of the
explorers who have been over it.

THE MINISTER Yon LArNDS: Railway
engineers have been over it.

MR. FURKISS: Yes; Sir John Forrest
was over it.

THE MINISTER FoR LANDS: I do not
think he was.

MR. PIJEKISS: I have been led to
believe that he was over part of it.
There have been a few explorers-one
can number them on the fingers of one
hand-over it, and a rabbit man named
Mr. Mason went to Eucla. Mr. Muir
went over it. The South Australian
engineer went over it. We are talking
of ,thin country through the names of a
few explorers, yet the Minister for Lands
says it is rubbish to may there are no
centres, of population within a radius of
50 miles of either end.

Tns MINISTER FoB LANDS: No0 , no.
MR. PURKISS± The hon. member

has harked back. I knew he would.
THE TREASURER: Are there any

centres of population between Southern
Cross and Coolgardie?

MEMBER: Men working in Kalgoorlie
have been over it.

MR. PURKISS: Yes; they have been
over it as explorers. What population is
there to pick up after you leave the
settled districts aroned Kalguoorlie until
you get to the South Australian border ?
Then again what proportion of the
travelling public will go over this Trans-
continental lineP When we had the
mail steamers calling at Albany, what
proportion of the passengers left the

mail steamers to come overland to Perth
instead of going round by Fremantle ?
Not one in eight. One might see 10 or
20 passengers getting off the boats to
come on to Perth by' rail, while the 200
or 300 passengers would come on by
wa~ter.

THE TREASURER: It is a question of
cost.

MR. PURKISS: Yes; and what will
be the cost of carrying passengers from
Perth to Adelaide? How many people
would enjoy a long railway journey
through the desert.

THE TREASURER: They travel long
distances in South Australia.

MR. PURKISS: They travel through
a beautiful latitude, through a splendid
country with a settled population. [MEM-
BER: So they will here.] I do not
think any man who has gone into this
question will say the line will pay. Even
the engineers estimate that there will be
a loss for years, both in respect to
freight and traffic. The Speech informs
us this great railway Scheme has ob-
tained the indorsemeut of the Federal
Government. Itisgratifying, so the Speech
says, to see the evidence of recognition of
this work by the Federal Government. I
have read all the Speeches, the Governor
General's Speech, the announcements by
Ministers, and so forth, and I have failed
to discover any tangible evidence of
sincerity on the part of the Common-
wealth Government with regard to
this line, save and except perhaps Sir
John Forrest, the one Minister who T
believe is sincere and sanguine about the
line. As far as I am concerned I am
satisfied that the Federal Government,
so far as the utterances of Ministers are
concerned, have been and are absolutely
insincere. They' are deluding and fool-
ing the public of Western Australia
when we read such statements in speeches
from time to time hr the Prime Minister
of the Federal Parliament, and then in
the Governor General's speech addressed
to the Federal Parliamient. How absurd
and childish is this pretence to delude
tbe public of Western Australia. They
show they must do something. Mem-
bers must recollect that the Federal
Government, if possible, want to coax
over the support of Western Australia.
We must recollect that those members,
both of the Lower House and in the
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Senate, that Western Australia sent to the
Federa 1 Parliament have, to a very large
extent, been hostile to the Barton Ad-
ministration, and it is highly important,
from Sir Edmuknd Barton's point of
view, that he should make as many con-
verts in 'Western Australia as possible in
view of the forthcoming elections; con-
sequently, thinking as he does that
Western Australia views this railway as
such a vital question, and seeing that
Mr. Reid has also advocated it, he knows
that lie must, if he 'wants to gain the
assistance and support of Western Aus-
tralia, tell us that he is going to do
wonders. A nd how does he do it P He
calls together the various Engineers-in-
Chief of the various States, to do what?
Simply to consider Mr. Muir's report,
and tiat of the engineer of South Aus-
tralia who traversed this line two years
ago. Mr. Muir was sent out with a well-
equipped party from Kanowna, and went
down as far as Eucla and back again.
South Australia sent out a well-equipped
party with an engineer, starting from the
outlying districts of South Australia and
going as far as Eucla. and back. We
have got their reports here, and that is
all that is known about that country from
a railway point of view. The only two
men in this world who have travelled over
this country are the engineers who were
sent out by Western Australia and South
Australia. They are the only persons
who can tell us anything about it, be-
cause they were sent out f or the particular
purpose of exploring and examining the
country, taking notes and making obser-
vations on the country between Kalgoorlie
and Eucla. The engineer senat out by
South Australia had to examine the
interior from Eucla, with a view to find-
ing out its suitability for railway pur-
poses. Then the Engineers-in-Chief of
the various States-our Engineer-ini-Chief
taken away to the great dissatisfaction of
the Minister for Works, who knew what
tomfoolery it was for him to go-simply
sit down and read the two reports, andl
having read them say if they think
the scheme feasible. Here comes the farce.
In the meantime, when these reports were
prepared, Mr. Reid comes here and makes
speeches in a free-trade direction, and
makes promises as to the Transcontinental
Railway. Sir Edmund Barton sends some-
one to watch Mr. Reid, and on the

platform that genitlen Makes speeches,
on the Transcontinental Railway. Sir
John Forrest is the only sincere man in
the Commonwealth Government -,I am
satisfied of that; and he says to Sir
Edmund Barton in Melbourne, "We
-must show we are doing something," and
what do they do?9 All the engineers are
called together again and sent in a
steamer to Eucla. They explore the
country within a radius of 40 miles of
Ends and return. They come on to
Fremantle and go to Kanowna, and
explore the country within a radius of
50 miles of Kanowna, and then go
home. Are members to be deluded by
thatP Here is a solemn conclave of all
the Engineers -in -Chief ; they land at
Eucla and examine the country within
a radius of 40 miles; and if anything
was known about the country, that por-
tion was pretty well known to everybody.
The country within 40 or 50 miles
of Ranowna was pretty well explored and
known. What kniowledge could the
engineers gain of the Transcontinental
RailwayP Could they find out any more
than Mr. Aluir knew ? He was the only
man who did know. I cannot understand
the people in the street being deluded.
The various States are robbed of the
services of their Engineers-in -Chief to
delude Western Austvalia. I amn talking
plainly on this question of the Trans-
continental Railway because I find five
paragraphs, or one-sixth of the Governor's
Speech, devoted to this line, coolly inform-
ing the House that there is gratifying evi-
dence of the recognition of this great trunk
Transcontinental Railway by the Federul
rarliament; that this grand scheme has
obtained the indorseruent of the Federal
Government. I say it is rubbish. I
finish as I started. 'While this is a fine
ideal, while it is a grand scheme as far as
Western Australia is concerned, and is
one of the complements, one of the goals
of federation, while it is highly desirable
at the proper time to see the lHne con-
structed, and while I feel sure that the
time will come when it will be con-
structed, I say that any one who will sit
down now and ionsider that the line is
within the sphere of practical politics or
will be within measurable distance for
years to come, is labouring under a delu-
sion. I am very gratified to find the
Government foreshadow a Bill for water
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supply and sewerage in the metropolitan
area. and water supply generally. One of
the primary Ifunctions of good govern-
ment is thehealth and comfort of the
inhabitants. Measures which help to pro-
mote the health and comfort of the inhabi-
tants of a State, or of a municipality, are
such primary functions of good govern-
meat that they should have the first call
in a scheme formulated by any Admin-
istration. But unfortunately we see all
the world over that what is necessary,
what promotes the supply of pure water,

prair, and similar aids to health, is
relegated to the last p lace in the pro-
gramime. I am not Wking specially of
this country; but everywhere we find that
embroidery is considered of first import-
ance; we find great buildings and other
luxuries, and things we could do without;
we find observatories and other insti-
tutions the establishment of which
could be postponed; but there is put off
to the last moment that which is the polar
star of good government-the promotion
of health. It is disgusting and repulsive
for the mind to dwell upon the state of
the inhabitants of this city. Here we are
absolutely without a sewerage system,
absolutely without a system by which we
can even get rid of the pure surface rain
water. We cannot drain it into our
streets, for our allotments are on a level
with thoem, and there are no drains to take
it away; and we have had, and still have,
what are called dry wells. Why they are
so called I2 do not know, and could never
find out It is a. system by which all
one's slush or slopwater from the sink
and so forth goes into a pit. I~n a sahort
time that -will become supersaturated.
The sand gets greasy on the surface, and
will not absorb any more liquid; conse-
quently the use of the well has to be
discontinued and a, No. 2 -well put down,
and ultimately a No. 3 and a No. 4, until
the whole of the little back yard is simply
one mass of supersaturated dry wells.
The very idea is repulsive and repellant;
and undoubtedly as a man sows so will
be reap. So far, theonlysalvation of Perth
has been the porous nature of the sandy
soil. Eut the whole of the sand on which
Perth is built is fast becoming super-
saturated, so that it will not take any
excess slush water or sink water. We
cannot get rid of our excess clean water
from the roofs : there are no drains.

What are we to do? Our salvation has
been the porous nature of the soil: that
will not endure for ever. Nature will
turn round on us. There is alaw and an
order of things in this; and probably
we shall have, as this and other cities
have had in the past, an epidemic killing
us off in thousands. flow people can
laugh at such a risk, I do not know. To
me, the question is very serious. I am
happy to see that the Government are
now approaching it, and are asking us to
discuss a comprehensive Bill with re-
ference to water supply and sewerage. I
trust their scheme will be complete and
effective-not a scheme for the next five
or 10 years; not a mere pottering with
this business so that we may dodge along
for ainother 10 or 20 years. Let us begin
with a system which will last for half-a.
century at least, if not for a century.
Even if we take time to build it piece-
meal, tot us go on gradually towards a
comprehensive goal. And why I dwell
upon this is because I see a scemeie pro-
pounded by our Engineer-in-Chief. For
its consideration he has had but limited
time, so much of his attention having
been taken up by the visit of the Inter-
state engineers to Eucla and elsewhere.
Ile proposes three pumping stations-
not a gravitation scheme from th e ranges,
not a catchmeut area such as we have at
Mundaring; but simply some pumping
arrangement. Now we in Perth have
had experiencee of pumping, and we find
that the pumping arrangements soon get
exhausted. All the bores put down in
this city in connection with our water
supply have to be sunk deeper and
deeper, because the supply gradually
dimuinishes; and thatfIam. afraid is what
will happen when we go in for an addi-
tional pumping schemne. Although webave
an artesian supply, it is not drawn from an
area of country which will give an
almost illimitable flow of water similar
to that in Queensland and other countries
where the geological formation is of
the true artesian character. Here it
is obvious from the data supplied by the
Waterworks Board that our pumping
arrangements have been constantly giving
out; and every few months we sink
deeper and deeper because the water does
not flow in quickly enough to supply the
demand. So I trust the Government
will look ahead, and will not be content
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with a schemne to serve the few thousandsI
now living in Perth; because the popula-
tion of the city will be doubled in five
years, and I can see in my mind's eye,
though I shall not live to see it, the day
when the city will extend from the Cause-
way right down to Premantle-one long
line of buildings as may be found between
Melbourne and Brighton. Only a few
years will elapse--and 25 years in the
history of a nation are but few-before
this population will be here. I say, let
the Government took not merely to the
wants of the existing population of Perth
and the merpoia district generally,
but look ahead and inaugurate a com-
prehensive scheme to give us, a supply of
such pure and potable water as will
insure the population against deprivation
or drought for years and years to eome,
no matter what size the metropolis mayv
attain. I am glad to see railway exten-
sions mentioned in the Speech. 1 agree
with what some members said, but should
have liked to see the Government go a.
little farther. I certainly think the
claims of the northern parts of our
territory are paramounit. However, we
must he thankful for what we can get.
Of the railway extensions foreshadowed
in the Speech, I quite approve. I am
glad also to see that education forms a
cardinal topic in the Speech. We are
promised an increase in the number of

piayshools; and every one of us
must chieer that. We are also promised
the establishment of a secondary school-
a State school of a secondary character-
and an extension of technical education,
to which we must all agree. And we
are promised in course of time the
keystone of our educational system-a.
University. Much has been said in the
Press both for and against the proposal
of the Government. I heartily support
their educational policy right up to the
establishment of a University; and as to
that, I approve of the Government plan
for the reason that they do not propose
to build a University to-morrow or next
year, but when they have time they will
reserve such Crown lands as will form
endowments, so that there will be by-and-
by a f und for which there is now an
opportunity of providing a basis, so that
the establishment of that University, when
it comes about, will not be a burden on
every man, woman, and child in the

country by necessitating a direct tax.
This is a young country, as it really only
began to develop some 10 or 12 years
ago; and while there is opportunity of
reserving such lands, which may become
valuable, that is the proper way to start
a scheme for a University. Set apart a
basis for endowments, place the lands in
the hands of trustees, and give them
leasing powers. The lands will become
profitable, and will bring in a revenue;
consequently we shall in time be able to
establish a University which will not
increase the direct burden of taxation.
Two more sentences and I have finished.
I am sorry to note the entire omission of
any promise to repeal the food duties;
and there is no mention whatever of the
repeal of the differential railway rates.
These miserable food duties and differen-
tial rates have to my certain knowledge
done the State much damage. The food
duties have raised. a cry against us in the
other States. We know what. a cry i4.
These taxes assume an exaggerated im-
portance in the eyes of people at a dis-
tance, who say, rightly or wrongly, ti Here
is Western Australia, not satisfied with
the Federal tariff, erecting a. special
fence against our produce in the shape
of differential railway rates. Last Ses-
sion the member for Northam (Hon.
G. Throssell) said that he did nut,
and as far as he could judge the
agricultural districts did not want
these food duties on account of their
protective character. Yet we have always
been told that the Government cannot do
without them. Why, here is a country
with a revenue of something like
£24,000,000; and we absolutely cannot
spend it fast enough. The year before
last down camne a Financial Statement
showing a surplus. That surplus has
assumed the shape of the present surplus.
It was money that the Government were
unable to spend. This year they come
down with a so-called surplus of £220,000
or R2 25,000-no surplus at all: they
cannot spend the money fast enough. It
takes some time to spend £4A,000,000,
and yet they tell us they will not repeal
these miserable food duties or alter the
differential railway rates, because they
need the revenue. I am sorry to see that
omission, recollecting that at the last
general election many members practically
went to the country on this burning
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question of the repeal of the food duties.
All we got after great agitation was al
repeal of the prohibition on the importa-
tion of apples, which repeal has been
largely nullified by the extremely strict
inspection regulations. However, the
prohibition has not been enforced. Con-
cerning the food duties there is not a
word in the Governor's Speech. I have
nothing farther to add. I know I have
exceeded the limit I imposed on myself
when I rose to speak; but very often a
man is unable to judge of the time his
speech will occupy.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon.
J. M. Hopkins): Mlay I, like other mnem-
hers who have preceded me, offer you,
Mr. Speaker, my hearty congratulations
on your restoration to health, and coin-
cidentally express mn v desire that you may
long he able to fill that position which
you have in the past so highly adorned ?
As a member of the Government, speak-
ig at so late an hour I feel that I can

reasonably claim the right of brevity, at
the same time recognising that the Gov-
ernment have in a manner spoken col-
lectively through the agency of the
Governor's Speech. And I cannot help
thinking with how much more expedition
we might proceed if my friends on the
opposite side of the House would only
put forward their views in a similar
concise form. In the case of the member
for Perth, who has just preceded me, I
am sure that would save much time.
But after all I suppose it is a reasonable
thing on the Address-in-Reply that mem-
bers should have an opportunity of ex-
pressing those opinions which they have
been elected to support. There ha~s been
mention in the Speech of the preferential
trade proposals which have emanated
from the Right Honourable J. Chamber-
lain, and in connection with this I only
have to say that to sic they have afforded
an infinite amount of pleasure. In the
earlier periods of British colonisation, when
those possessions beyond the seas were
peopled with sons of Britain, there was
no need of any preferential trade pro-
posals to secure a continuance of that
loyalty and devotion which spring eternal
in the breasts of men towards the land of
their nativity. But in these later periods,
when the older generation is giving place
to the new, and when the younger men
are coming into positions of power in the

Parliaments of these dominions, it is
reasonable to assume that there may be
good reason for the Imperial Govern-
inent to endeavour to extend to the
Colonies some recognition of the valour
and loyalty displayed towards the Empire
in her time of trouble; and I sincerely
hope that I, along with many other
members in this House, may have the
opportunity of seeing those preferential
trade proposals carried into effect. Then
no doubt we shall have reached a time
in the history of the Empire when Britain
will find in her offshoots allies as valuable
in the more congenial times of peace as
she has found in the more troublous
times of war. I think a matter for con-
gratulation is the very amiable tone of
the debate during this Session of Parlia-
ment up to the present stage. It is
different from that when 11 cme into this
House, on being elected for the first time
to sit in any Legislative Assembly; and I
cannot help thinking that it would have
been much more pleasant for myself, as
I am sure it would have been for many
of those bon. members to whom I had to
say unpleasant things, if we had bad
the same happy surroundings in that
Session of Parliament as we are enjoying
on this occasion. [MEMBER: There was
war.] Apparently that was it, but we
have the calm that succeeds war, and I
have no doubt it is the wish of members
that it shall continue. I have to return
to members my personal thanks for the
good wishes which they have conveyed to
me, and I can only hope that the work I
have started may be continued with the
same degree of satisfaction to members
as that afforded by what I have had to
do in the past. There were some matters
connected with the Department of Lands
and Surveys which have been commented
on strongly in a section of the Press, and
at the same time, if I am not mistaken,
my friend the member for the Murchison
(Mr. Nanson) felt strongly on those ques-
tions. I huing back as far as possible in

regard to speaking on theAddress in order
that be might precede me, and had he
raised those questions I should have
taken the opportunity of explaining to
the House as far as lay in my power the
true position. I desire to clear away any
little cobwebs which way have been
engendered by the criticisms of members.
My friend the member for Claremont
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(Mr. Foulkes) took the Lauds Depart-
ment to task for not being more generous
to the Churches. I say that in no other
State in the Commonwealth and certainly
not in New Zealand are giants of land
made to the Churches; but in Western
Australi we have granted 66 blocks to
the Salvation Army, 99 to the Presby-
terians, and 201 to the Methodists, a total
acreage of 1,016 acres; to the Roman
Catholic denomination 280 blocks, or a
total acreage of 11,307 acres; and to the
Church of England 467 blocks, or a total
acreage of 7,076 acres.

MR. HTASTIE - Too much.
THE MINISTER FOR. LANDS: I

believe it has been the policy of this
country from the earliest periods of
settlement to give these grants of land to
the Churches, providing that they use
them for the purpose for which they were
granted; and I believe that Sir John
Forrest, when Premier, was wont to
refer to the Churches as being his
spiritual politw. I am perfectly satis-
fied that anything done in aiding the
advance of Christianity and civilisa-_
ti,)n will never bring disgrace upon
the nation or the Commonwealth. The
department that I have the honour
to control at the present time is one
that embraces an enormous area. of
country, which when it is run out pro-
vides about 3,000 acres to every man,
woman, and child in the Commonwealth
of Australia. I think the manner in
which such an estate as this is being
administered must be of interest not
only to the members of this House hut
to the people of the State, and indeed to
the people of the Commonwealth. We
must acknowledge that we bare there
the greatest resources and securities
of the nation. We have inseparable
from it those vast forests of sylvan
wealth which a Royal Commission has
been appointed to look into, and as far
as possible conserve. I have no doubt it
is the wish of members that this industry
which has made Bunbury the important
place it is to-day, shall not be of a spjas-
medic nature, but that as far as possible,
with all due care, we shall endeavour
to preserve to posterity, some portion of
that industry which we find so valuable
to the State to-day, and which in future
years will, I suppose, be more valuable
still. 'When I was first eleced as. a

member of Parliament I was a goldields
member, [MEmBER:. Are you not now ?]
Well, I have an industry under my
care at the present time which certainly
cannot directly be connected with the
goldfields, although I know there are
many people on the Eastern Goldfields
who are sufficiently wide in their opinions
to recognise that the prosperity not only
of this State, but of Australia, will de-
pend upon the successful settlement and
advancement of the agricultural and
pastoral industries. I recommended,
when speaking to my constituents on the
first occasion, that land settlement should
be paramount, and I have never seen any
reasons to alter the recommendation in
that plank of the platform which I
adopted on the hustings. We have an
enormous territory of something like 600
millions of acres yet to part with; and
although membars may say that a. good
deal of that is perhaps dry country, we
have only to refer to what the industrial
capitalists of America, are doing 'with the
country which in the past has been
accounted their desert, to see that dry
country can be brought into use. From the
Coioniser of May, 1903, 1 see a case that
a capitalist whose name has not yet
become known has purchased a million
acres of l and in the Mohave Desert, which
he is going to irrigate from the Mohave
River and the Colorado River. The
Department of Lands and Surreys
embraces also the Agricultural Depart-
ment andl Forestry Department. It had
a revenue last year of £150,000, and the
expense of our administration of this
department totalled X66,000; so that on
the operations of the department we
have a very considerable credit balance.
Settlement is going ahead in Western
Australia. In 1892 there were in this
country only .5,860 holdings subject to
occupation, in 1897 the number increased
to 8,949, and in 1902 it increased to
18,667 holdings, comprising an area of
115,656,060 acres. And to illustrate
also to members the enormous amount
of work this office is undertaking at
presentt, I may say that from the 1st
January to 22n~d July we have received

4,813 applications for land, and I am
pleased to say that to-day land selection
shows an increase of more than 100 per
cent., the highest record ever achieved
before in the history of the State. From
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the let to the 18th July we had 699
applications. I think these figures must
be very interesting to members. They
can appreciate now that through a policy
of starvation-I can call it nothing else
-plans, leases, grants, and everything
have been allowed to go into arrear. And
why ? I know of no reason unless it he
that the expenditure in maintaining that
office was not considered to he so impor-
tant perhaps as the lavish expenditure on
public works. Nbotwithstandinig, the fact
remains that we have 4,300 diagrams in
arrear, 889 remaining to be passed, 6,000
leases and licenses to issue, 1,100 pastoral
leases to issue, and 60 Crown grants to
issue. In order that this work should
be overcome-and it has been a source of
great anxiety to me, to the Premier, and
to my other colleagues-the subdivi-
sional heads have been working long
hours for some considerable time past.
at least ever since I asked them to do so,
and I am glad to say that when I
suggested to the rank and file that
perhaps by stopping until 5-30 o'clock
every evening great good could be
done, everyone stop~ped willingly. I
take this opportunity of saying I
have discovered that in that depart-
ment as in every other department.
you have to take the bad with the good.
We had one man for example who had
been putting plans in a drawer for five
years. He started at £60 and got to £80,
and we thought he should be allowed to
stop at that for five more. We had to get
additional surveyors. The Cabinet have
stood by me in this matter. We have
nine additional contract men in the field,
because I recognise that field surveys are
the most pressing and important work of
all, because one can do nothing until a
survey is made. We have three extra
surveyors in the office and three extra
draftsmen. Theme are about 500 inspec-
tions of conditional purchase to do. We
have increased the number of inspectors
from eight to thirteen. We have appointed
one man from the outside, and we took
two from the clerical work in the office-
two good men who had no right to be
there, in my opinion. We sent them into
the field. There were two from the
Agricultural Bank: one of these was
employed by the Agricultural Depart-
ieut at Geraldton, and another at Bridge-
town. The man at Bridgetown would

probably be sent to Wagin to inspect
property. I undertake to say that four-
fifths of the time of these inspectors was
wasted in travelling. I took them from
the Bank and added them to the condi-
tional purchase inspectors. I divided the
country into 13 districts, and now wvhen a
man applies for land we do not want
to have six months lapse in sending
correspondence, and to have aform which
would take a commercial man all his time
to attend to, but we have a simpler form
which is sent to the field inspector, who
can go to the farmer and have it filled in,
the whole thing being done expeditiously
and without any blunders attaching to it.
The figures I have given you will show
the rapid advance which is being made in
land settlement, and it is not to be
wondered at. A great deal is said of
America and its potentialities, but we
have a country which in its settled parts
for 70 years has not known a drought.
We have a climate which is not troubled
with frost or snow as is America. I
saw a report in one of the American
papers that they broke more axes than
soil when they tried to first bring their
country under cultivation. We have
not those difficulties here. Yet we
have one and three-quarter million pounds
worth of farm produce imported into
the country. I take this opportunity
of saying emphatically, and without fear
of contradiction, whatever tbe opinions of
other people may be in regard to the
influx of settlers from other countries,
that we have auy amount of room for at
least 10,000 additional farmers. More
than that, we have the country to settle
them on. I take this opportunity of
entering an emphatic protest against hon.
members describing as paupers men able
and willing to work. I undertake to sa~y
that even in this House there are numbers
of men who have known what it is to be
short of money; but does that circum-
stance justify one in writing down a. man
as a pauperP I resent such statements,
and charac-terise them as unworthy. I
maintain that this country affords plenti-
ful avenues for an abundance of settlers.
It is useless for hon. members to talk
about the country being "flooded": there
is no danger of that for years and years to
come. I undertake to say that had our
ancestors who colonised this continent
sat down and done nothing but wait for
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the State to comne and help them, Aus-
tralia would not be the country it is
to-day. Undoubtedly, the time has
arrived when we must inculcate into the
minds of our generation some idea of
sell-reliance, and the knowledge that they
are capable of doing for themselves. The
Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, after
returning from his visit to South Africa,
said in the House of Commovs that
"1When one is dealing with new lands,
practically very little can be done unless
one is prepared to act the part of the
beneficent landlord, and spend money in
opening up the estate and in providing
railway communication." Those renmarks
might just as well have been made con-
cerning Western Australia, as concerning
South Africa. Reference was -made by
varions lion. memubers to the railway
propositions of the Government, and I
wish to take this opportunity of saying
that all who realise that Western Aus-
tralia is a couutry offering every facility
for producing its people's requirements in
the shape of food of all kinds must sup-
port those railway proposals. When one
goes out into the agricultural districts-I
need not take any particular district, but
Jandakot will serve as an example-and
sees the siettlers there, many of them settlers
of long years' standing, without even roads
to their properties, nothing hut sand tracks,
with their working horses broken-hearted,
somewhat after the style of the farmers
themselves, then one must admit that so
long as the revenue of the country is
spent in building railways which will
serve the people of the agricultutul dis-
tricts and will tend towards greater pro-
duction, the people who contribute the
revenue will not mind. To the public at
large it is a small consideration that £2
per head of the population should be
spent on railway construiction this year,
particularly if that expenditure is to
result in a reduction of £5 per head of the
population in the cost of food during next
year. The Agricultural Department has
supplied me with some interesting figures
showing the -advance of the last twelve-
month. The acreage of fruit and vines
increased by 1,300, that of potatoes by
241, barley by 1,206, oats by 429, and
hay by 11,892. Thus the past year
brought with it an increase of over
15,000 acres in the area of cultivation.
Two experimental farms are at work in

this State, one at Narrogin and the other
on the Upper Chapman. I Shall take
this opportunity of saying, in order that
at least my view of the situation may be
understood and appreciated, that when I
was in the Upper Chapman district it was
suggested to mne that the rest of the
experimental farm should be cleared. I
intend to do nothing of the kind.! - A
hundred sand sixty acres has been cleared
there, and is under experimental crops of
various kinds. I consider that the proper
course for this country at present is to
establish pioneer farmers. The agricul-
turdl college and scientific farming are
matters we can think about -when we have
supplied our requirements in the com-
moner products which any ordinary man
can grow after a few months' training.
On the experimental farms we can train
men; but they must start at the bottom,
at ringbarking and grubbing, and subse-
quently they can pass on to cultivation.
Then they, will be prepared to do what is
required of them in the development of
virgin country. I am sure lion. members
interested in -the ag-ricultural industry
will be pleased to hear that we have
negotiated an arrangement to conserve
for the farmers of this State the guano
deposits of the Abrolkos Islands, and,
farther, that the Government will be able
to supply the guano at a much cheaper
rate than that at which it has been ob-
tainable in the past. Next I want to speak
about the Agricultural Department, and
the insect pests known as garden pests and
their natural enemies. As hion. members
know, Mr. Comp~re has been travelling
abroad in connection with this matter.
To show how his efforts have been appre-
ciated abroad-although when we brought
his journey uinder the notice of the
Eastern States assistance was entirely
refused - I may mention that Mr.
Ellwood Cooper, the Californian State
Horticulturist, writes to us that he is
deeply interested in Mr. Complire's work
in connection with insect pests, and asks
to be allowed to pay half the cost of Mr.
Comp~re's travelling expenses in connec-
tion with the investigation. (MEMBERS:
Hfear, hear.] Mr. Cooper says that the
work is most interesting and that he will
be pleased to co-operate with Mr. Comp~e
in it. To show what has already been
accomplished in the destruction of garden
pests, I may mnention that orchardists are
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now offering the department ladybirds by
which their orchards have been Cleared,
to be placed at the disposal of other
settlers. A Bill will be introduced later-
I am sorry the member for Perth (Mr.
Purkiss) has gone, as this would be
another measure to add to his list-to
amend the present Fertilisers and Feed-
ing Stuffs Act, which we desire to bring
into line with the South Australian
measure. It has been stated that Wes-
tern Australia is a country which cannot
grow potatoes, but what do the statistics
show? New South Wales produces 11
tons to the acre, Queensland 2+4, Southi
Australia 2-41, Victoria 3-13, and Wes-
tern Australia 3-14; the last being the
highest potato yield of all these States.
The wheat yield of South Australia in
1901-2 averaged 4-60 bushels per acre,
whilst in Western Australia it averaged
10-10, in Victoria 6-91, and in New South
Wales 10-64; the last being only a frac-
tion above the Western Australian yield.
Surely these figures speak for themselves.'
They are not taken haphazard, moreover.
but show the result of the wheat yield for
all the States during the term mentioned.
Now, to take wheat for last year-and
this is the most interesting return of all-
the New South Wales yield was P
bushels per, acre, the South Australian
5,98, and that of Western Australia, the
country which is so much decried, 10-54.
The imports of the value of one and three-
quarter millions sterling to which I have
referred are comprised mnainlv in four
articles -chaff, fruit, meat, a'nd cattle,
every one of which can be produced in
Western Australia. These four articles
account for X1,151,088. Last year we
produced over 25,000 tons of wheat, while
we imported 28,000 tons of mill produce.
These figures afford an indication of the
fact that in this country to-day there is
room, without expansion of our native
industries, for double the number of
farmers at work. Reference has been
made by the member for Pilbarra (Mr.
ladell) to the rabbit-proof fence. Twelve
months ago, 25 miles of that fence bad
been completed ; to-day, we have 310
miles finished; whilst tenders for another
100 miles are being now received, and the
necessary specification for yet another
contract of 100 miles is being preprd
From the reports I have received, I na
led to believe that the rabbit-proof fence

will serve to open up a large tract of
auriferous country, which up to the pre-
sent no one has been able to penetrate.
It remains to be seen whether after all
this rabbit-proof fence which I, in
common with other members, strongly
condemned, will not result in mineral
developments more than warranting the
cost of erection, apart altogether from the
question of rabbit exclusion. Reference
has been made by various hon. members
to large estates in this country. I may
remark that in Western Australia there
are only five estates comnprising more
than 20,000 acres. The Midland Railway
Company's lands comprise three qad a
half million acres of the total acreage of
large estates. I say without hesitation
that the existence of those large estates
constitutes a question which the House
will sooner or later have to deal with. So
far as my personal sympathies are con-
cerned, I say that the sooner those estates
are dealt with the better it will be for
Western Australia. The Agricultural
Bank during 1903 received 540 applica.-
tions for loans. To show how the busi-
ness has improved, more particularly since
the Amendment Act was passed, I may
obsei-ve that 331 applications have come
in since the 31st March. Now, although
members may blame the Agricultural
Bank, as they blame various departments,

Ifor arrears of work, it will be easily seen
Ithat every application eutaile a personal
inspection. The most difficult feature of
the situation is that the farmer will not
give the Agricultural Bank reasonable
notice. If lie would only apply for the
money six or eight weeks before he wants
it, it would probably be ready for him in
two or three weeks' time; but he always
leaves it to the last moment. It is nothing
new for a man to come in and say that
he wants to take the money back with
him without having even brought his
title deeds. Such are some of the
difficulties to be contended with by
the Bank officials. The arrears, I am
glad to syv are being well worked
off. On the 1st May, they numbered
160; on thie1st June, 136: by the ]st
July' they had been reduced to 114. 1
believe that in a couple of months the
whole of the arrears will have been
rubbed off. One thing I think all mean-
hers will be interested to hear, and that
is the comparison between the erddit
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foacder System Obtaining in Victoria.,
where cominissiotacre raise local loans for
assisting farmers, as compared with our
system. The advances to the Victorian
farmers run out at £415 15s. each, whilst
advances to Western Australiain farmers
average only £2133 19s. 5d. This fact
goes to show that muortgages on Vic-
torian farms are greatly in excess of those
on Western Australian farms. About
£280,000 of capital remains available, and
that amount is considered adequate to
see the Bank through the present financial
year. One thing I consider worthy, of
attention is the circumstance that al-
though the Agricultural Bank Act was
liberalised for the purpose of enabling
farmers to horrow in order to buy live
stock, not one per cent, of the money
since borrowed has been applied in tha~t
direction.

How. F. 11. PisBa: One reason of
that is that the farmers are not aware of
the provision. They need to be informed
of it by some advertisement.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
am dealing with that question. In fact,
I had a couple of hours with the officials
only the other day for the purpose of
drafting various advertisemuents which
will place the position clearly before prob-
able applicants. The fact remains, how-
ever, that every farmer wants to direct his
attention to the production of wheat and
hay. If we could induce agriculturists to
fence their properties, improvement moight
be looked for. In the case of many ap-
plications we hold back part of the mone 'y
in order that it may be used for fencing
purposes. If the farmers would only
erect proper fences, they would do well
with stock. I question whether it is not
now advisable, in view of the hig~h price
of beef and the enormous area of first-
class land in the South-Western District
which carries no stock at all, for Parlia-
menit to consider the propriety of State
importation of breeding ewes and their
supply to farmers. The pastoral in-
dustry is of interest to lion. members, and
of very special interest to the consuming
public. During 1897, when our popula-.
tion numbered only 161,000, we impor-
ted into the State 18,000 head of cattle.
During the past 'year, with an increase of
over 60,000 in the population, we imported
only9,924 head as compared with 13,225 in
1897. Six Years ago we imported

118,544 sheep, while this year we only
imported 65,711. In 1897 we imported
8,57 7 pigs, and last year only 848. These
statistics may be wearisome to members,
and I regret having to quote them on an
occasion of this kind, but I am giving
information that the country is entitled to,
therefore I hope members will bear with
me, as although it is tedious to listen to
I am putting the country in possession
of information which 1, as a member of
this House for two years past, never had
the pleasure to enjoy. We imported
65, 000 sheep, and out of that number only
1,140 were breeding ewes, which shows
that the importation was for slaughter-
ing purposes only. Only a thousand
breeding cows were imported. The
unsatisfactory feature I think of the
Stock Department-but, taking it all
round to-day, it is rather a satisfactory
department, and I hope within 12 months
to be able to convince hon. members that
it is satisfactory, and about a thousand
per cent. better than it has been before
in the history of the country-is that
the excess of expenditure over revenue
amounted to £2,962, and I think the
country may be inclined to think that
the expenditure was rather severe, and
that we should have had some better
result. I do not know that I need
worry members with more figures; but
It want to refer to some observations
which fell from hon. members. When
the member for Northam makes a speech,
miore particularly on questions concerning
land administration, he, with his expe-
rience and the reputation he boasts of,
is listened to attentively. I am pleased
to listen to him, as I am pleased to listen
to every member of the House. The
member for North ant said in regard to
graLzing leases that treeless country could
be granted without the slightest com:-
punction. The words the hon. member
used were, "Waer you do, don't
grant forest land, but grant treeless
country." The hon. member also said
the strong point of the old.Government
was their vast local knowledge of the
country. While this may be true of
Sir Johin Forresqt and of th member for
the Williams, it is very far from being
true of the member for Northam. He
probably knew about as much of the
remoter pants of the country as he
knows of that important city of
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Kalgoorlie or of Boulder. He has
never been there, so far as I
know. [Mr. Hasnz: Yes ; he has
been there.] He has never been there
as Minister of the Crown. [Mr.
HAsTIE: Yes; he was there as Premier.]
Probably that was his downfall. Surely
he cannot have seen the Upper Irwin
country about Nangedy, or have seen
other tracts of country where there are
no frees, nothing but salt bush, blue
bush, trefoil, clover, and crow-foot,
similar to that on the Began in New
South Wales; yet he callsa that ,third-
class land." The same class of couintry
can be seen. about Yarraghadee and the
Upper Irwin. Let the hon. member go
to the country between tbo Irwin and
Parry's Inlet, and be will see there a
treeless tract of country of which the
inspector speaks. I have his report with
me, and he describes the land as magnifi-
cent ; nothing to equal it in the country.
Those are the words of Mr. Angove, a
surveyor who has been in the country for
years. It oily illustrates that Western
Australia is a big country. Although the
hon. member may pride himself on his
vast local knowledge, he has yet a deal
to learn. The hon. member miade some
references to my having issued a poster
that would be the means of assisting to
build up large estates. I thought it
only right, as this was supposed to be
issued by my authority, to bring it here
so that mnembers could have a look at it.
The poster was issued under the name of
the Under Secretary, which is a new
departure from the custom which obtained
of publishing documents over the signa-
ture of " the Ron. George Throssell,
M.L.A., Commissioner of Crown Lands."
Apparently what is a crime for mee to
publish in this particular poster to which
he referred, and by which hie stated I
was aiding the building up of large
estates, is right for the bon, member, for
be published the same information in a
pamphlet and sent it broadcast through
the world. I think it only right these
details should be known by hon. members.
The most pleasing feature of all is that
this proficient lands administrator is
able to turn round and say, " It is a pit 'y
you published what is in my land laws:
they want amending." I had to direct
my attention to the repurchase of estates.
What did I find? In one instance an

estate of 18,000 acres was purchased
from a Mr. Keane. The land was divided,
about 3,000 acres being cut off as an
inferior area which was considered useless
country, which is verified by the fact
that no person wishes to take it up. The
other 14,000 acres were written down as
good country, were cut up, and known as
"1Throssell." But what were the 14,000
odd acres made available for? The land
was purchased for subdivision and closer
settlement, hut to-day we find the man
we bought the land from, and to whomn
we paid cash for it, with his wife and
family in possession of 2,462 ac~res. We
paid him cash, but he buys back 2,462
acres, gets 20 years terms, and pays five
per cent. interest, while his own money
is earning perhaps 10 per cent. or 12 per
cent.

Mn. F. CONNOR: Tell us something
about the Occidental Syndicate,.

Tu MINISTER FOR LANDS: So
that the hon. member will not be disap-
pointed, I have a plan with me to illus-
trate the different ways in which I dealt
with an estate called Cold Harbour. I
had to withdraw it from public applica-
tion in order that I could deal with it on
a different basis. While Ido not wish to
boast that the new regulations ar-e perfect
-they may be very far from it-I want
to say they are a thousand per cent. ahead
of the regulations which allowed. this
kind of business to go on. When we are
going to repurchase an, estate for sub-
division and closer settlement, we are not
doing so to provide homes for persons
who are wealthy, but for persons who
have no land and who wish to get on the
land and establish their homes in agri-
cultural districts. That is my idea of
what it is for. In connection with the
Cold Harbour Estate, I insisted that we
should have actual personal residence on
the property. That is an obligation
which was not insisted on before. Farther
than that, civil servants cannot now go,
as they did in the case of the Throssell
area, and pick out the eyes of it. They
cannot take uip land ad continue to live
in the city of Perth. A man must live
on the land, which cannot be transferred
untii there has been two years' actual
residence on the property. I have
narrowed it down sothat no person can
be an applicant except he is prepared to
live on the land; and in order that there
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P1iould be no discrimination between per-
sons, I thought the easier way to settle
the matter when there was wore than
one applicant was to have the competition
between the applicants only, not to let
the outside public bid. The result of
dealing with that estate was a profit of
£R3,483 15s. 3d., or rather that amount
was received over and above the upset
price, and there are two blocks remaining
to be sold. In addition to that, for one
homestead the amount of £1,108 9s. lid.
'was paid. Is it a. right thing that this
country should present a property to a
man who likes to apply for it, showing a
profit of nearly £2,000?P The Act was
never framed to build up fortunes for
private individuals. If there is any profit
to be made out of these transactions, it
should go to the State. For that reason
I put in that provision, and I have not
the slightest doubt we shall have criticism
on that provision. I invite it. I recog-
nise that criticism is essential, if we are
going to get the best results, I also say,
in accepting tie office I bold, I did not
appreciate the number of problems which
had been heaped up by my predecessors
for years. past, and left to be wiped off
under difficulties. The Occidental Syndi-
ca~te has been referred to by the mem-
ber for East Kimberley, and in order
that the hon. member mnay not go away
disappointed, I will tell him in connec-
tion with that estate I have no reason to
defend it, inasmuch as, like the Arrino
transhetion, I can explain it to the satis-
faction of hon. members as I have no
interest in it: the whole thing occurred
prior to my time.

MR. ONORno: The Government are
responsible.

THE MINISTER FOR L&NDS: That
is all right, and I undertak1e to say
that the Government will be only too
willing to hand over control if the hon.
member or any combination on that side
of the House can show we are wrong in
the position, and will go ahead and do
better. [THE PREMIER: Hear, bear.]
The Forrest Government opened a. road
for the Occidental Syndicate. There were
29,000 acres in the catchment area.
The Forrest Government gave another
syndicate 32,000 acres of freehold land in
exchange for their 29,000 acres, and. that
formed the precedent on which the
Occidental transaction was negotiated,

with this exception: when the old Gov.
ermnent made this exchange it was dis-
tinctly illegal, but the Leake Government
infroduced aL Bill, which was explained by
Mr. Somnmers in the Upper House, to
amend the Land Act in order that this
exchange might proceed. When it did
proceed, they did not give more acreage
in freehold than, was held in fee simple.

Taa PREMIER: Did the member for
East Kimberley ])rotest against the other
case?

TanE MINISTER FOR LAN DS: T do
not believe he did. The Occidental
exchange was approved by Mr. Som mers
on the 17th July, 1901, and later by Dr.
Jameson, of which a Cabinet minute is
on record. The next day a, notification
was sent to the representative of the
Occidental Syndicate telling him that the
proposed surrender had been accepted
and everything would be cardied out in
due form. That settled that contract.
An error, however, arose in the calcuila-
tions, and the mnatter was delayed for
somne time. The error was corrected and
Mr. Nicholson was advised that all was
in order and would go through on the
11th July, 1902. The file is on the table,
and had it not been that the member for
the Murchison (Mr. Nanson) was so
anxious to have that file with others laid
on the table, I should have had it to
quote from voluminously if desired; but I
do not think it is. The business was
ultimately completed. The leases were
held under Clause 87 of the Land Regu-
lations of 1882, and there were 21 years
in which to effect the improvements.
They were granted in 1886, consequently
there were five years, but under the con-
ditions of the lease there were really
three years, because in the last two the
pioperty had to be cleared of poison.
The Government had power to resume
the Occidental leases, of course by paying
for them. However, at the time the
Government evidently determined that it
would not bewise to res ume,for thecontract
they were making was sonmething better,
and as a result the Lands Department
lost in rent £800. But there is a&minute
on record by Mr. 0. Y. O'Connor, then
Enigineer-in-Chief, stating that "HI the
Lands Departnmt can only get control of
that land, o ur department would williugly
contribute the £2,800 which we understand
the Lands Department would lose."
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Well, he was wrong in his calculation.
We should not lose anything of the kind.
At all events, the Occidental Syndicate
have received Crown -rants for 111,262
acres, and have surrendered 175,936
acres; and the whole of this surrendered
area, as will be seen by the plan, is
situate about the centre of the Ooolgardie
Water Scheme catchment area, in which,
I understand, there is invested approxi-

matl 3,00O,000 of public funds. On
lookingat this plan members will appre-
ciate the position. The country therein
coloured red and coloured blue is now in
the hands of the Government. That
coloured blue the Occidental Syndicate
surrendered. By this transaction the
Government have secured possession of
an enormous tract of country for which
they might otherwise have had to pay
ver~y dearly. In addition to that, there
are certain timber leases in the area which
is not coloured either red or blue, and
the holders of which have no rights to
the soil. I had a. valuation made of the
property the Occidental Syndicate were
getting, to see what sort of a deal was
made. I sent up Mr.0. E. May, ofiv hou
Mr. Throssell has spoken as the bulwark
of the Lands Department in the matter of
grazing leases, and Mr. John Robinson,
a man of very high standing, or who
ought to be of high standing, for he was
put on the Lands Purchase Board by Mr.
Throssell, who must have thought highly
of him. They inspected the property
and this enormous Bannister Area,
including all the Crown rants therein,
with the exception of approximately
12,000 acres. These gentlemen said.
"The land is not worth anything."
I insisted that they should make an ad-
dendum to their report, telling me
what the property was worth. What
did they add ? " We consider it would
be a wilId speculation at Is. 6d. an acre.",

HON. F. H1. PiusssE: They were wrong.
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Oh,

of course. It is marvellous to see how
members' views depend on the side of
the House on which they sit. I suppose
a quarter of an hour ago, because Mr.
Throssell badl appointed them, these
inspectors were men of high standing
and first-class judgmnent; yet we hear
what is said of them now. Here is the
position. . These are competent men.
They inspect the country and report that

it is inferior jarrab and banksia country;
that it is no good for timnber; that it is
valueless for anything else. Probably
members on the other side of the House
know more of Mr. Robinson and Mr.
May than I do.

Na. CONNOR: Is the Minister talking
of annual rental or of freehold valueP

THE MIN9ISTER FOR LARDS: Of
freehold value. The report proceeds:

The major portion of the area is composed
of rough ad precipitous ironstone and granite
ridges forming the southern portion of the
Darling Range is this locality, timbered with
jarrh, interspened with red and wrhite gum,
sheoak, etc. With respect to the jarrah, we
are of opinion that there are not s',fficient
quantities of a suitable quality for milling
purposes. In the endeavour to find land suit-
able for settlement, all the main valleys and
watercourses were followed upy; but in one
instance only did we find an area of about 400
acres in a fiat, of fair quality soil, which,
owing to its narrowness and inaccessibility, is
not suitable for settlement. The fiat referred
to is on the 57-Mile Gully, which is the main
watercourse through these blocks. To convey
some idea of the fiats on this watercourse, we
may state that they vary from .50 links (that
is, half-a-chain wide) to 20 chains in width;
but in stating this, we wish it to be distinctly
understood that there are only a few acres
promiscuoualy scattered about which could be
utilized for culture.
I insisted that they should give me their
valuation, and what did they say ?

As a speculation the land might be worth
Is. 6d. per acre; but we are of opinion that it
would be a somewhat wild speculation.

ME. JAconrY: I will give you XI all
acre for the lot.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: If I
were in order, and had an opportunity on
behalf of that syndicate of accepting
your .21 an acre. I undertake to say
they would consider themselves to-
morrow the luckiest people in the world.
When I got thai report I sent on this
to the Acting Under Secretary for
Lands:

I attach hereto the rmport of Mr. Robinson
and Mr. May relative to the valuation of cer-
tain leases of which it was proposed to grant
the fee simple to the Occidental Syndicate.
Will you in company with Mr. Clifton and the
Surveyor General consider this report if pos-
sible to-day, and let me hare a definite recom-
mendationP

This is the answer;
In accordance with instructions, we have

considered this matter; and in view of the
report of Messrs. Robinson and May we are of
opinion that the original agreement of
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exchange should be carried into effect.-B. C.
Clifton, Under Secretary for Lands; Henry
F. Johnston, Surveyor General; Herbert
Farmer, Acting- Under Secretary for Lands.
So far as I ami concerned, this result
makes no difference, inasmuch as the
legal obligations had been entered into
by the Leake Government long before I
was ever likely to become a member of
this Cabinet. I think, however, I am
justified in explaining to hon. members
that I hold no brief in the matter; that
I am telling them what are my honest
convictions gained from a. perusal of
these papers. And I do not hesitate to
state that when I went into the office I
looked on this transaction much from the.
aspect of the member for the Murehison
(Mr. Wanson) as evidenced in his news-
paper; but I went thoroughly into the
question, and there is no paper in that
file which I have not carefully perused
and made extracts from before arriving at
any determination. Apart even from the
legal and the moral obligation, T felt
incl ined to fight the " deal" if there was
a reason behind it to influence me to do
SO. But to My mind the whole thing
shows a, very creditable bargain for the
Government; and the only thing I have
to say is that if I were dealing with such
a proposition I should either submit it in
the first place to a board of men capable
of reporting on it, or I should bring
it before rarliament. And I may say
now that it is my intention in the pro-
posed Consolidation Land Bill to insert a
proviso that in the event of the Govern-
ment wishing to resume properties of
that kind, they should be resumed
through a, board instead of through the
Minister. Now it strikes me I1 have
been speaking rather long, and for that
reason I will take this opportunity,
while all is quiet, to thank members for
the very gracious consideration they have
extended to me at this late hour.

MR. CoNNoB: You forget about the
tick question.

THn MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
have made a note or two onl that,. I think
the tick question is, after all, a pretty large
subject; and'I do not think it one that
should be approached at this hour of the
night. I think it preferable to make it
a separate discussion. Do I understand
the hon. member to include the Stock
Department ? [MR. CONNOR: No.] Then

let, me as briefly as possible explain that
when I took office, tick-infested cattle
could come by boat to Fremantle. From
there they could go to a slaughter-yard
on the Eastern Goldflelds to be
slaughtered. I have altered that. The
cattle come here now, and they may go to
a lar-ge reserve which takes in Woodan-
illing, Cool gardie, Kalgoorlie and Boulder,
and may be depastured anywhere within
that large area. So that is one concession
granted to personis on the Eastern Gold-
fields who deal with tick-infested cattle.
I am Making a6 Similtar reserve at Menzics,
and I am establishing on the other side
of Hines' Hill a dep6t of 6,000 acres. It
is no use members running away with
the idea that the tick regulations are the
cause of poor cattle getting into consump-
tioii. They may be in a measure; but
any person accustomed to stock knows
that one cannot shift bullocks from
one paddock to another without giving
them a set-back for a day or two.

i In shipping them all the way down from
the North there is a considerable waste;
and probably when they arrive at Fre-
mantle some are too poor to kill. In the
past, what has happened ? Our Stock
Department has forced those miserable
skeletons into consumption. I say that
is no credit to the country; and I have

Istopped it to the extent that I am pro-
viding a dep6t on the other Side of

FHines' Hill, where those bullocks, if
they are too poor, may be detained for

ta period, and if declared clean, allowed
to be depastured right away through the
ILeonora and Laverton districts. But
there is nothing 'whatever on record to
show what experiments of this Sort have
been conducted in the past. The whole
office is disorganised and a discredit to
the State. The business has. been done
in a willy-nilly fashion, and there are
to-day no records -which will convince
the inexperienced person, thi- pastoralist,
or anybody else.

Ma. CqNNoa: There is a record of the
dipping at Fremantle.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:
There was one solitary dip; and would
the hon. memuber ask us for that reason
to adopt the practice lie advocates, and
to run the risk, if it be a risk ? I am
not a tick expert. The Acting Oh ief

iInspector tells me, "If you like to put
iup a concrete chiamber, let us put the
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cattle into that and feed them for three
weeks. At the end of that time all the
licks will have dropped off. Then the
cattle will be perfectly clean, and can go
where you like." The Chief Inspector is
a veterinary surgeon and a man of high
attainments; yet the hon. member treats
his statement with indifference. When
all these experts differ, the question
becomes a problem ;and I would say
that what I have done I have done to aid
the man who is dealing in tick-infested
cattle- [MR. CoNNoR: That is admitted]
-and I am willing to go as far as pos-
sible without running the risk of leaving
open the clean herds of the country to
the devastation which marked East Kim-
berley in the early days of the tick
disease.

Ma. Cowwort: Is the hon. member
satisfied to give a trial to killing at
Fremaintle-a, system we now find in
Queensland and South Anstralia?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: My.
object is to dip the cattle at Fremantle
and take them thence to that depat at
Hines' Hill, where, if necessary, we will
dip them again. But I agree with the
hon. member that in all probability we
shall not require that second dipping. I
do not think we shall. And when, after
a succession of dips and careful inspec-
.tions, our responsible veterinary surgeons
can say there is no risk, and we are able
to invite the attendance of independent
men capable of expressing an opinion,
and to demonstrate to them that there is
no risk, snrely that is a course to be
commended ini comparison with the
willy -nilly system in vogue for over
five years. I hope I have made matters
clear in connection with this Stock De-
partment. My time has been largely
occupied with it; and I do not hesitate to
say, although I have been taken to task
by the member for Subiaco (Mr. Daglish)
for holding the inquiry which I held,
does not the fact remain that a Minister
would occupy a very ridiculous position if
to-morrow morning say the member for
the Williams (Hon. F. H. Theuse) came
into my office and said, " So-and-so, a
member of your staff, has done so-and-
so "; and I could not inquire into the
reported disobedience without holding a
fnll court and bringing in representatives
of the Press and all the restP What
sort of discipline would exist in my de-

*pertinent? I am satisfied that if a
Minister is to do any good in a de-
partinent in this country, he has to
take some responsibility, and whilst
I occupy the position I will take that
responsibility. I am responsible to
Parliament, and if Parliament thinks I
have done wrong, it has a very easy
mepans of expressing its opinion, and
there will be no danger of a recurrence of
anything of the kind. The member for
East Fremnantle (Mr. Holmes)-I am
sorry be is not here, and it is a bad
thing; to see members growing tired so
early in the Session- complained that
there was a loss of £1 per head on
17,000 bullocks coming from Kimberl~y
because of the tick regulations. That is
wrong. Let me put this side of the
question, whether it is accepted or not.
If there is such an enormous market
here for stores, whyv do not the people of
West Kimberley send some down? I
am inclined to think that we shall
develop a good market here for stores
later on; but that is something for the
future. If that waste of £17,000, at £21
a head, applies to East Kimberley. it
also applies to West Kimberley. It is
stated that the cattle shipped belonged to
Richardson, but that Richardson was not
allowed to have them, and Copley got
them. I can only say it happened before
my time. I am sorry to learn that after
one 'dip, cattle were allowed to travel
through the settled parts of this country,
and I ordered that such a, thing should
not occur agi.I was glad to bear that
the member or, Mt. Burges (Mr. Reid)
had a word of commendation to express
towards that. broad-gauge railway between
Perth and the goldfields. I want to tale
this opportunity, as a goldfields resident,
to say that nothing will do more to bring
about a good understanding and a more
pleasant feeling among the people in
those remote districts than giving rail-
wayv communication, so that a man can
get into a train here at night and
at 10 o'clock the next morning have
his breakfast at Kalgoorlie; and the
same coming L ack agrain. Lessening
the difficulties and giviag increased
facilities will, I am sure, lead to a develop-
ment in commerce which is little con-
templated at the present time. Is not a
system of having crossing-places every
five or seven miles through a desert
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where goods are neither picked up nor
set down, piling up expense and impos-I
ing the whole burden upon the Eastern
Goldfields ? There is a good deal to be
said in favour of this proposition in
whatever way it is received by members
of this House. The member for Perth
(Mr. Purkiss) - and I am sorry beI
has gone-had a good deal to say with
regard to the 85 measures which are on
the Notice Paper or which he anticipated
would be on it. [MEMBER: Forty-nine.]
We had 49 last Session. The year is
young yet. Members have had a. good
time in the country, and I for one at
least can say that I was always willing to
work either early or late if other members
were willing to do so, in order that the
business might be expedited. I think I
must apologise for having wasted so much
time. [No.] I have done it with one
object-in order that members may have
increased information-and all I ask is
that they will extend to me that fair and
frank criticism which I will he only too
happy to extend to them if in the course
of national disaster this Government
should in the dim and distant. future be
defeated.

MR. W. J. BUTCHER (Gascoyne):
As the hour is getting late, and I think
it is the desire of all members present
that this debate shall be concluded
to-night, I shall confine my remarks
somewhat, and cut them dowvn in order
to meet the wishes of other members. I
desire to join with all the other members
of this House in congratulating the
Speaker on his restoration to health. I
would also like to say that he has always
shown to me, as a young member of this
House, leniency and consideration. Those
attributes, combined with the stern dignity
so essential to the gentleman filling that
office, have gained for him the respect and
affection of all members of the House.
I sincerely hope be will long enjoy that
health which will enable him to preside
over this House with honour to himself
and credit to the country. I desire to con-
gratulate the Government upon securing
the services of such a.gentleman to preside
over the Lands Department as they have
done in the person of our friend Mr.
Hopkins, the member for Boulder. When
it became known that Dr. Jameson
was likely to vacate the position, the
member for Boulder was my selection,

and I feel sure the Government will
never regret having chosen him. I feel
certain that they have made a very wi se
selection indeed, and that the hon. gentle-
man will always put the energy and
determination into his work which have so
characterised him since he has been iu

Ithis House. The question of preferential
trade has been mentioned by many mem-
bers, and I rejoice with them to think
that closer trade relations between the
colonies andl the mother country are likely
to come about. It is a step in the tight
direction, a stop that is likely to bring
about in the future that which we all hope
for, the federation of the Empire. The
Coolgardie Water Scheme has also been
mentioned at length by many members.
I shall only go so far as to say that I
congratulate the Government on the com -
pletion of that scheme. A great amount of
credit is due to them, and m~ore especially
to the Minister controlling that depart-
ment, for the amount of energy which lbe
has displayed in bringing that great work
to a close in such a short space of time
after his accession to office. T am pleased
indeed to hear that the slight friction
threatened between the goldfields con-
sumers and the Government was met in
time by the boa, gentleman and speedily
overcome; and I hope that in the future
the scheme will be found a blessing to
those on the fields, and also a really good
commercial undertaking on the part of
the country and the Government. I am
sorry to find from His Excellency's Speech
that no provision is made for the aboli-
tion of the food duties, which is a thing
I have always looked forward to, hoping
that it would come about in the near
future. But we find as time goes on
that no provision is made for that object,
and I am afraid it will have to run its
course. I think that no action on the
part of the Government would have met
with greater approval by the people of the
State, more especially the poorer classes,
than the abolition of those food duties.
If one could say with any degree of truth
that from at financial point of view a
retention of the duties is necessary, I
s hould be with the Government. But we
have the positive statement of the Tress-

Iut-er-which we are bound to believe-
that he has this year another enormous
surplus. I say it is wrong, it is detri-
mental to the interests of the people
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settled on the laud, to extract from their
pockets large sums of money in order to
build up a surplus. Again, it cannot be
a good thing for the State to have a large

surplus every year. That must neces-
sarily lead to extravagance. Nothing is
more calculated to induce extravagance
than an overflowing paIrse, whether in the
case of a private individual, a company, or
an Administration. There has been a
great deal of talk, in connection with the
cheapening of food, of Kimberley tick
cattle. It has been declared that some-
what to lighten or altogether to relax tick

reultons would be the means of giving
the peopl cheaper food. I doubt it very
much, but I do not feel disposed to enter
into that question just now. I desire,
however, to warn the Government to be
particularly cautious of what they do in
this connection. It is all very fine to say
that the tick' will do no harm in this
part of the country. I can assure hon.
members that the question has never yet
been fairly tested, whether the tick will
live in these cooler climates or not. Some
people rely on the alleged fact that ticked
cattle have got away repe.atedly from the
yards at Robb's Jetty, have gone out into
thec bush and mixed with other cattle,
and that no tick epidemic has resulted.
But all this is pure assumption; no one
knows whether the ticked cattle mired with
clean cattle, and a sufficiently long time
has not been allowed to enable us to judge
whether or not they will communicate the
tick to clean cattle here. My opinion is
that if we want to arrive at a definite con-
clusion we must make a practical test.
The only possible way of holding reliable
tests is to make an enclosure with a double
feuce; then within that enclosure 1 should
put a certain number of cattle of various
ages and sexes; and I should import other
cattle wvbich I positively knew to be suf-
fering from tick. I should put the two
lots, clean and ticked, together and I
should see that they mixed; and, farther.
I should see that the two lots of cattle
actually &epastured, lived, and slept on
the same ground. Without a trial of that
sort it is impossible for us to say defi-
nitely whether or not tick will do harmn
in this part of the vountry. It is well
known that the tick never leaves ai beast
to go to another; at a certain stage it
leaves the beast which is its host, and
falls to the ground, where it lays its eggs.

I do not know the period of incubation,
but the eggs are hatched onl the ground,
where they remain lying on the grass or
sand waiting their opportunity for a host
to come along. If that opportunity never
offers, the necessary result is that the
young ticks die. Such is the case, if it
ever has occurred, in connection with the
cattle which have strayed from the yard
at Robb's Jetty; ticks have fallen to the
ground and have laid their eggs; the
young ticks have been hatched and have
crawled about on the pasture ; but, the
country being sparsely stocked, they may
have actually died in that condition, never
meeting with a host. It would be neces-
sary, even if a beast did cone along, for
it to stand in one plate for a certain
length of time to enable the young tick
to crawl up, which it would do in such
circumstances; then the tick would re-
main on the beast for a certain period,
after which it would drop off, and the
same process would be gone through
again. Farther, it is not vet proved that
the disease following an attack of tick
will not develop in this part of the State.
Cattle may. be affected with tick for a
considerable time before the disease
known as redwater, which is so fatal to our
herds, develops. I sayv, in view of these
cn-cumstances, that it would be unwise
of the Government to do anything in the
matter without waking a practical test
so as to know the exact position. I am
pleased to gather, and. I shall be still more
pleasedif lean positivelyascertain, that the
Government are at last sincere in the mat-
ter of amending the Constitution. Last
Session a measure was brought before us,
which I at the time pondered over and
discussed in a deadly earnest manner,
thinking all the while that the Govern-
ment likewise were in earnest. To my
bitter disappointment, however, I found
that they had brought in a Hill hedged
by all sorts of conditions which they
knew perfectly well, if' adopted by this
House, would insure the re 'jection of the
measure in another place. There is not
the slightest doubt that the Government
acted with a view to gulling the public
as well as members of this House, and I
regret to think that they succeeded in
their effort. However, I really do believe
they are sincere on this occasion; and I
ask them, with a view to proving their
sincerity, to let us amend and alter the
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Bil in such fashion as to make it
Paceptable to another place before we send
it there; otherwise this Session's measure
will meet with the same fate as last
Session's. I feel myself pledged to an
amendment of the Oonstitution, and also
to the carriage of other Bills which
necessarily follow on that. I shall be
bitterly disappointed if we have once
more to face our electors on the old
Constitution. I can only think it will be
a bad thing for the Government if they
let us do that. One point in connection
with the Bill to which I should like to
draw attention is the necessity for a more
even distribution of seats than some
people desire. I do not consider it well
that we should frame our calculations
entirely on a population basis, because
that would be manifestly unfair to
sparsely-settled districts. What we really
need to do in a country such as this,
whose population is fast increasing and
whose resources we desire to develop as
quickly as possible, is to give the outside
districts the fullest representation. The
outside districts require more representa-
tion, as a matter of fact, than do the large
centres. and more settled portions; and
therefore I hold that the proposal to
reduce the number of members is mis-
taken rather than advantageous. The
proposal might meet with the approval of
a few, but I am perfectly satisfied that it
will not answer the desire or wishes of
the many. I wish to express my extreme
appreciation of certain actions of the
Government in carrying out a recomn-
mendation I made when I entered the
House, that certain areas in the
northern portion of my district should
be tested for artesian water. I am
glad to say the Government fell in
with my view, and sent a boring plant to
Carnarvon at great cost and put down a
bore to a good depth, which I am pleased
to say proved satisfactory. I can think
of nothing the Government can do to the
pastoral districts of the State to develop
them more than to continue the boring
operations they have started and which
have proved so successful. An excellent
supply of water was obtained at 8,000
feet, I think three-quarters of a million
of gallons a day. It is inipossiblefor me
to produce figures to show the advantage
to the State or the vast possibilities that
a work of this sort opens up, especially

in the northern climate. Here -we hart'
an enormous area of magnificent soil
only requiring water, and now that the
Government have this wonderful supply
and the opportunity, I suggest that the
Government should try the experiment of
tropical fruit growing. That would be
of advantage to the State and to the in-
habitants, and would save a considerable
sumn of money which is now sent out of
the State for the purchase of tropical
fruits which I am sure could be grown in
these latitudes. I hope the Government
will see their way to render assistance to
the settlers to carry on this useful work.
There is a vast area of country in the
North which has been shown by the Gov-
ernment Geologist to be within the
artesian basin. It extends a hundred
miles wide, and 250 miles in length, and
every bit of this country is fairly good,
some extremely good pastoral land.
Running it into figures, it contains
something over 16,000,000 acres, and
putting it at a very low rate, the carry-
ing capabilities would be 1,300,000 sheep.
I am only speaking of one small tract of
country. At the present time this land
is onuly depasturing 280,000 sheep, which
leaves 1,020,000 sheep to be put on the
land before it is stocked. That is a very
small portion of our pastoral land. I am
only speaking of the country within the
artesian basin. If the Government would
only assist the pastoral settlers in that dis-
trict by continuing the boring operations
and open up the country, it is impossible
to calculate the benefit to the State, and it
must necessarily do something towards
reducing the high price of meat and make
living cheaper. I beard some members
of the House, at the commencement of
the debate, touch on the -question of par-
wnent of members. I think they regret
the subject was not mentioned in the
Governor's Speech. I am sorry I cannot

join with them in that wish. I am
pleased it is not there. I should
like to have seen some mention in the
Speech having for its object the reduc-
tion of the price. [MEMBER. The
priceF] Yes; the price. We are a bit
too dear at present. I think the pay-
ment could be reduced by one-half. I
do not wish to cause any offence; I only
give -my idea. T do not bit at any par-
ticular class, butlI give my opinion which
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I have always held and which I shall
always enjoy.

Turu MinmE PoR LANKDS: it is not
connected with the tick question at all.

MR. BUTTCHER:- The question of the
Transcontinental Railway is a matter that
has been thoroughly discussed in the
House, and we have heard various
opinions about it. I am of opinion it is
a matter we might defer to the future
and to the far future. I cannot agree
with those members who consider that
we should commence at once to build the
line, and for many reasons. I fail to see
the railway is going to be of any great
benefit to us; I fail to see it is going to
increase settlement in the country or be
of any benefit at all to the State. It will
only have the effect, if we carry out the
desire of the Government, of pledging
ourselves to an enormous guim of money
which would better be spent in develop-
iug our resources. I was going to term
that railway a huge sentimental railway,
but as another member baa used the
term I pass it over. It has been said by
many the line is absolutely necessary as
a matter of defence. I never could see
it in that light. The question hass been
raised, and rightly too, that we have to
consider whether this line wil be of use
to us for defence purposes. At present
I do not think there is any danger of our
shores being invaded by any foreign
nation, and I think the building of the
line for defence purposes should be de-
ferred for some future date. Another
point I consider contrary to the in-
terests of the State is that we should
not consider tbe breaking of the pre-
sent gauge on our railways. I am
pleased to see the Government intend
to take up the construction of a. railway
from Collie, but I regret the Government
have not considered the matter of carry-
ing the line right through. That would
be the means of opening up an enormous
area of agricultural land, and good land
at that, and be the means of improving
the conditions of the Ciollie coalfield,
which must benefit the State. I regret
to find that no mention is made in the
Speech as to the construction of a railway
in the northern portion of the State. I
beard a remark mnade by the Premier
when the matter was mentioned to him
on one occasion to the effect, "It is a
pity your northern places are not a6

thousand miles or so nearer the metro-
polis." That is enough to admit that if
the North were nearer the metropolis the
railway would hare been built. If there
is one part of thea State more than another
that deserves a railway and possesies the
resources demanding the immediate con-
sideration of the Government, it is that
portion of the country about Marble Bar
in the North- West. I have travelled
about the country myself; I was one of
the early diggers there, and I can speak
from experience. I Bay I am confident
that there is no part of the State that has
so many possibilities in the near future
as that country has. I hope the Govern-
ment -will do something towards giving
the North railway communication, and if
the Government find themselves not in a
position to do so, or consider their credit
in the mother country or in other parts
of the world, will not justify them in
rai sing a loan for that purpose, I hope an
opportunity will be given to private enter-
prise. The line must be built to develop
one of the best mineral portions of the
State. lam sorry Imcnnotagree withb many
members who have already spoken of the
Jandakot line, though I have always
maintained that itis well for the State to
build railways in every direction. But I
think that a~'district of which no portion
is more than 10 miles from aL market or
r-ailway is fairly well served. [Mut.
JAcoiB: Ten miles of sand.] Well, let
it be 10 miles of water if you like.

Mat. JAcoIrr: Water would be better.
Mxt. HIG;HAM: There are other people

besides settlers to be served.
MR. BUTCHER: I consider there are

many other works more urgent than that
particular line. And, after all, I should
like to know the extent of the area which
the line will benefit, the area available
for close settlement which is not already
settled, and how the line will increase
population, before I support it. I con-
sider that any locality within 10 miles of
a market or a railway-never mind what
sort of a road it has-is fairly well
served. If the Fremantle people desire
this line for other purposes, why do they
not say so ? I cannot see that it is fair to
build a line through a country already so
well served by railways, and with con-
venient markets. If the people require
roads it is only fair they should have
them. Another matter very conspicuous
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by its absence from the Speech is the
question of the purchase of the Midland
Railway and concession. I feel certain
that the time is not far distant wben
pressure must be brought to bear on the
Government and the people in certain
portions of this State to compel them
to open up negotiations with that com-
pany, and endeavour to come to some
terms for the purchase of the line,
or compel the company in some way
to throw open their lands to selec-
tion. I have travelled over a great
portion of that concession, and 1 say,
without hesitation, that it contains some
of the best agricultural land in West-
axn Australia, I know there is a,
strong desire at this end of the country
to induce men in the North who desire
to settle on the land to come to the
southern districts, where there is any
amount of land available. But when
they desire to settle in their own part of
the country there is no reason why they
should not be assisted, more especially
when they have large tracts of good
agricultural land at their doors. The
other plan only leads to the pernicious
system of centralisation, which has to a
great extent been a curse to this country
and an obstacle to its development. I
am sorry to find that the Government
have taken steps to secure a steamer
service between Fremantle and Geraldton
by heavily subsidising the vessel. That
and other actions savour to me of perse-
cution. I do not consider them square,
fair, and above-board. Even though I
admit that the Midland Railway Com-
pany have possibly broken their agree-
ments with the country, I do not consider
we are justified in unduly hampering
them, or doing anything to deprive them
of the legitimate profits to which they
are entitled. Two wrongs do not make
a right. There is one way to deal with
.the company; and I feel perfectly
satisfied that if they are approached in
a straightforward, business-lke manner
thay will be prepared to deal with us
fairly liberally. It is very fine to say
that they want an enormous sum in
excess of what the line is worth. That is
probably a matter of opinion; and the
questionl is not what their concession is
worth at the present time, but the
amount of injury which is being done to
that part of the State which ought to be

served; and we must also consider
what that Line will be worth in the
future. It is very fine to say, " Hold on,
and we shall buy it later at a lower
price; we shall persecuite them, deprive
them of their legitimate trade, drive them
into a corner, and get the line at a cheap
rate by compelling them to sell." I say
that is not a fair way of doing the business.
I am prepared to say also that under the
r~gima of the present Government the
Midland Company have never been ap-
proached with an offer; and I feel
certain that if they were approached now
with any reasonable proposition, there
would be a good chance of their dlosing
with it. If they thought there was any
possibility of the Government accepting
their offer, I have no doubt they would
make one. However, I hope sincerely
the time is not far distant when some
pressure will be brought to bear by the
Government opening up negotiations or
when, as I sincerely hope, the Midland.
Railway Company will make some offer
to the Government, and this concession
will be acquired by the country;- because
I know the present position of affairs is
keeping sttlement back. I know there
are large numbers of people in the
northern districts who will not come
down to this district to settle, but -will
have the land which they consider should
be open to them. I thank members for
listening to moe so patiently. I shall
support the Address-hn-Reply.

On motion by Mi&. HOLMAN, debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.

The House adjourned at seven minutes
past 11 o'clock, until the next day.
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